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Spectacles made to suit all defects of vini' U. Artificial eyes
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FRANK lins((i;arf:
XjI .JEARY.
These books are repriuis of
the leadin'? novels of the day,
comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writers »s Anthony Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mu lock, and range
in price from ten to twenty
cents.
ALSO
White Mountain Guides, Picturesque Main« and many
other Hooks of a like nature.
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lars at (xUlTY, KINSMAN
& ALDEN’S Drug Store.
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Boa Ifluiiio. ($1.60) By Dudley Buck.
A legend of the crusaders, set to music.
Picnic. ($1.00) By J. It. Thomas.
Will do (in-noors) for a wintar concert.
New Flower Queen. (76 cts. By G. F. Root)
New arrangement of a famous Catata.
Burning 8hip (80cts.)and Storm King (38cts.
By B. F. Baker. Easy and striking Cautatas.

OUTER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
nov2TS& l&wtf

We have a splendid Cigar
put up 50 in a box, for
Three
dollars
“$3.50.”
and fifty cents for a box of
long filled Havana Cigars.
GUPPY, KINSMAN & AL-

DEN, Druggists.
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Canaries, $2.50
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UNDER THE TRAIN.
Dreadful Death of Willis Ward of Lewiston.

and
St.
bell and liuto notes. $4, $5:
Cumpanini Canaries trained whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, $«• and $ • O. A great vaof talking Parrots, Cardinals, Goldfinches.
Bullfinches, Linnets, &c. Birds safe by express.
list
tree. Holden’s New Book on Birds, 128
Price
pp., 80 illustrations, all ab>ut food, care, diseases,
Ac., stamps. G. I.. I£olden. 9 Howdoiu
oct23d&w2ui
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Boiler Explosion.

Neweurg, Nov. 13 —Near Washingtouville
a boiler iu a will exploded and the engineer was seriously injured. A piece of the

to-day

boiler struck three Italian railroad laborers
and two are not expected to reoover.

MARINE NEWS.

officer Crowe with a razor and shockingly
One of them was seriously shot.
A Fatal Shooting.
Frank Barnsley, alias Boston Jack, was ar'
rested last night for fatally shooting another
rough named Max Maxwell.
Killed his Wife.
Louis Olsen, a wealthy man of Minneapolis,
shot his wife yesterday morning while crazy
drank, and endeavored to hang himself in the
station house after arrest.
Case of Gen. Curtis.
A W asbingtou despatch says the Supreme
Court decision in the case of Gen. Curtis has
deuied the application for the wrir of habeas
corpus, the oourt affirming the constitutionality of the law forbidding Government employes
from becoming treasurers for funds raised by
assessments upon other employes of the Government.
Gen. Curtis will have to pay the
•fines imposed upon him for violating the law,
amounting to #1000, and a larger sum for costs
and lawyers’ fees.
An Important Appointment.
The American Home Missionary Society
unanimously appointed to fill the vacant secretaryship Bev. Joseph B. Clark, of Boston,
now
Secretary of the Massachusetts Home
cut

Meeting of the Shipping Committee.
The joint Congressional committee for the

Lewiston, Nov. 14.—Sunday morniug, about
o’clock, Mr. John L. Peabody and his little
boy were riding from Lewiston to Leeds. When
they reached Tripp’s Crossing, half a mile this

revival of America shipping, of which Hon.
Warner Miller is chairman and fc\ S. Cox secretary, will meet at the Fifth Avenue Hotel

side of Greene Depot, the lad exclaimed:
“Father, there’s a dead man on tbe track.”
S' Mr. Peabody looked over the back of bis
buggy and was lying on the railroad an object
resembling a mangled body. He pulled up his

Both Killed.
Two farm hands in tne employ of Mrs. Bat*
num, at Hempstead, L. I., fought Saturday
night. They were both found dead Sunday
morning, one with shots from a pistol and the
other with terrible stab wounds.

9

horse, alighted from his carriage and walked
the spot. There he saw a spectacle that

to

made him shudder.
Lengthwise on the track extended the dead
man whom the lad had discovered.
The bead
of the corpse was toward the east. One foot
was separated from the leg.
One hand had
been cut clean off, aud laid six inches from the
arm.
A seam yawned the whole length of the

trunk, beginning at the hip and ending at the
shoulder. The entrails were exposed.
The body laid face downward. The skull
was crashed, and the brains were oozing out.
It seemed as if the car wheels bad run over
him longitudinally, beginning at one heel. At
the feet of the corpse was a culvert, to whi :h,
apparently, the fatality was due.
Mr. Pettingill drove .to the nearer houses,
and aroused the people.

A crowd of thirty or
forty people gathered at Tripp’s Crossing and
examined the terrible object. The man’s bat
was found six feet distant.
An hour passed and no person, of all who

drove to Ttipp’s Crossing as speedily as possible. He removed the body from the track to
the baggage room of the depot. The face was
washed and the features were tbcsa of a young
and good looking man. His clothes were nearw.
For a long time, no clue to the idenly
of the tody was found.
The coroner
the i
the would have to bury it. At length,
a man came
iu who, with a pallid lace and
startled expression exclaimed:
“I know him: it’s Willis Ward,”
His words proved true.
Willis Ward was a
young man of nineteen years, who worked in
the Lewiston Foundry, and whose mother, now
Mrs. Boston, resides at Keene’s Corner, Greene,
having been married a second time. A courier
was dispatched to Mrs. Boston.
She was horrified by the news, of course, and could hardly
believe it. She said it was Willis’ custom to
come home every Saturday night.
She had
wailed for him the previous night, till 12
o’cl ck, when she concluded her boy was too
tired to come, and went to bed, still thinking
of him and worrying about him. She wasconducted to the Greene depot where, at the sight
of her sou’s mutilated remains, her sobs and

moaDings

were

piteous.

Coroner Brooks summoned the following
jurj: H. H. Burbank, Fred P rker, L. D.
Manson, Eli Hodgkins, Geo. W. Parker. An
inquest was held in tk e baggage-room of the
depot. An examination of the road-bed of the

that the person who made them mast have
been running or leaping, apparently. All the
circumstances confirmed the jurors in the following view: That Ward, while walkiLg to
his mother’s homo from Lewiston, Saturday
night, had attempted to board tbe easternbound train; that be ran till he reached the
culvert, when his foot slipped into it aud he
was flung midcr the
cars iu the darkness and
thus met his death.

BURNED TO 1.EATH.

Shocking Fate of a Little Girl

at

Augusta.

order to take the children up and give them
their breakfast, as he had otter done before
when ids wife was obliged to go away early,
was met by a man who told him that his child
had been horribly barued. The only evidence

they have
fire is

how the child’s clothing came
irom the two remaining children,

as to

the fire and then touched it to he* sister’s
dress. After the child's clothes were on fire>
sho rushed into the door yard and was met
there by an Ayer boy who had been attracted
by her screams. He tried to remove her clothing, but finding that impossible took off his
coat and smothered the flames. Dr. Webster
was called and his directions followed, but to
no purpose, the child dying
about 7 o’elcck

yesterday morning iu great distress.
Schooner Launched at Rockland,
Rockland, Nov. 13.—Schooner Jennie Pills*
launched fully rigged to-day from the
bury
yard of John S. Case. She was a fine strong
vessel and handsomely furnished, 180 tons and
owned by Mr. Case and John R. Pilisbnry.who
will command her.
Will Probably be Sent to Maine.
Boston Nov. 13.—William Bickford of Saco,
Me., aged 17, was arrested here to-day with
James Gardner, on charge of breaking aud en.
tcriLg the store of M. Lewis on Milk street,
his former employer. Bickford had previously
robbed his uncle, Joseph G. Allen, iu Saco. It
is thought he will be given to the Maine au*
thorities and tried in Saco, his offence there
was

being

more

aggravated.
Sent to Jail.

Bangor, Nov. 13.—Charles Hall was ar
raigued iu the police court this afternoon for
the larceny of money from Silas Miller’s house
in Hermon.
The prisoner pleads guilty and
bound

in the sum of $3000, and not
furnishing bail he was sent to jail.
Fire in Calais.
Calais, Nov. 13.—The bain and contents and
owned by Samuel Howe was burned this

rooming.

over

Loss

$300; insured

for $76.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Nashua City Government.
Nashua, N. H., Nov. 13.—The new city
government was inaugurated at 10 o’clock this
moruiug The exerciseB were largely attended, and were opened with prayer by Rev. Jacob Leroy Mayor Fletcher then administered
the oath of office to Mayor-elect Alfred M.
Norton, when Mayor Norton delivered a brief
inaugural address. The Common Council organized by the choice of Isaac P. Johnson as
president, and John N. Chupmau, clerk. Both
boards then adjourned.

FOREIGN.

Something Uncommon.
What Captain Pike Says.
Phelps, Nov. 13.—Prof. Brooks, at Bed : New York, Nov. 13.—Captain Pike of the
House observatory, reports the observance of
brig Highflyer, abandoned at sea October 22,
a magnificent auroral
display early this morn- l reports ne was on the voyage from Harbor
ing, the grandest seen for many years.
Grace, N. P. for Naples with a cargo of fish.
His First Day.
He left port September 30 and had fine weather to October 3, when a
New Yoke, Nov. 13.—Bev, H. K. Vandyke,
heavy southwest gale
of
B.
new
his
sprung
lately
up, which swept the decks of everyNewport,
pastorI., began
ate in the brick Presbyterian church, Fifth
thing movable and strained the vessel and
t0 leak badly.
He stood by her unAvenue, in this city yesterday.
i til therehel
was no hope of saviog her, and was
Fighting Italians.
taken
off
the
Gov.
by
Goodwin and
ship
Six Italians were arrested in Brooklyn last !
to this port
evening by a platoon of police after they had brought
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The barometer is highest in Texas and lowgenin Maine and St. Lawrence valley.
eral rains and snow have fallen east of the
river.
from
winds
are
Mississippi
Prevailing
northwest to southwest. The temperature has
fallen about 25 degrees from the Lake region
to the Gulf ot Mexico, where it averages about
10 degrees below mean for the month.
Has
risen decidedly west of the Mississippi river. A
exwarm wave moving to the south and east
tends over plateau east of the Kocky Mountains.
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aged two and five years respectively.
oldest child says that the youngest lit a stick in

A sacred cantata for Christmas time.
Fall of Jerusalem. (*0cts.) By H. E. Parkhurst.
An impressive and musical Cantata.
46th Paalm. (80 cts.) By Dudley Buck.
A first class sacred composition.
Praise to <»od. ($2.00) By G, F. Bristow.
An Oratorio. Noble words and music.
Belshazzar. ($1.00) By J. A. Butterfield.
Grand and beautiful scenic Cantata.
Jofteph’M Bondage. (1.00) By J. M Chadwick.
A splendid oriental sacred Cantata.
Christ the l.ord. (80 cts.) By W. Williams.

found at

Extra Black, Blue Black, and I
Copying, all of superior cjua-1
Bty. claiming Special ex-1
cell epee in the essentials of I

War Dkp't Office Chief Signal i
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 14, 1 A. M.
For New England,
coldLocal rains followed
by clearing weather,
er westerly winds, higher pressure,
cautionary signals continued from Provincetown to

on

($2.00) By S. G. Pratt.

KENISON

Edward’s and WalUors’ Hardware store from
Nov. O lo Nov. ‘.47 ill.
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of note, America
undoubtedly young. A grea* deal has, however,
the
last
few
been
during
years,
accomplished. The
following are all by native compos rs:—
in

Ai t,

over

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., N. Y.

Composers.

regards musical compositions

CREWELS

dtf

Fluidity,

As

Redemption Hymn (30cts.) By J. C. D. Parker.
A short, but complete and impressive work.
ChriMtmas. (80 cts.) By A. C. Gutterson.

515 **"CONGRESS ST.

v

American

A grand Opera of much merit.
8t. Peter ($1.60) By J. K. Paine.
A well kuown Oratorio.

lias

novO

For Sale by

Zenobin.

from the

TWENTY-FOUR

13.—Au
ight year old
of Daniel Eason, colored, who reside8
on Prospect street, iu this city, was so horribly
burned by her clothing being set on fire Saturday moruiug that she died yesterday. It seems
that Mrs. Eason had left her three children
abed about half past six in the morning to go
to Mrs. Bussel’s, where she had been engaged
to work. Mr. Eason, who went away earlier
iu the morning, was reluming to the house in

Hats and Caps

232 Middle Street,
oc3

THE NEXT
HOURS

Augusta, Nov.

Itobes of alt kinds, from best to cheapest.
So-called Japanese Wolf Itobes
(commoit goat skins) at low prices.
Fashionable stock of
always on hand.

FOR

daughter

Altering, trimming and repairiug personally attended to.

lElegant

Assortment

PRICE 23 CENTS.

anil Circular

Stamping and D signing.
Large

best preparations of a similar
kind wit**out the lard or grease
which is frequently used.

Garments, Muffs and Collars.

_

A

and Affliction of the Skin. I ontains all the ingredients of the

PRACTICAL FURRIER

dly

and

METEOROLOGICAL

railroad discovered a number of foot-prints
along the Bide of the track for sevorai rods,
pointing toward the east and terminating at
tiie spot where ibe remains were found. The
foot prints were at so great a distance apart

Street,* Pori land.
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Head, Throat and Lungs,
—

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 14.

came, recognized the dead man. Meanwhile
Mr. C. M. Washburn had driven to this city
aud notified Coroner Brooks.
The coroner

Cailcm?

Fries ilH cents.
For sole by all Druggist*.
1
r7 It and you will be convinced like thousandwho nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for SeblotlcrbecliV Fore and Van
fctolveut and take no other.
sndcf
nov2?

—

Butcher’s Sons,

king, Short k Harm’s,

ROBES

}35t Z CURB IS G UARANTERD^J%&

FOR THE CURE OF

FOR

oet28

now

in each bottle.

ILL

Washington

TRUNKS

USING

SCHLOTT EH B F C1CS

Brush for

CAPS,
GLOVES,

Comb

Entirely harmless; Is not r» caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions
without leaving a blemish.

MANUFAdUBED ONLY BY

PHILADELPHIA.

Lighted Rooms,

MARKET

ex

WINTER

his

Purposes is BETTER
THAN LAKD, FOLLY EQUAL TO
BUTTER, AND COSTS MUCH
LE<«S THAN EITHER.
ONE POUND of olive Batter will
do (lie work of Three Pounds of
Lard.
For Cooking:

All grades of Silk Hats. Wo
change for $3.00.

late t s'yles of

can now

OLIVE BUTTER

HAT.

Patent Beaveis.
He has

is excellent for frying purposes. There’s something
in a name, but probaoly nothing of ihe “olive” in
the butter except ijs color; but, besides being as
sured by chemists that this is a perfectly pure vegetable oil, all house-keepers who have tried it will
agree ihat it is extremely economical, and luake^ a
Here was formerly
very delicate frying material.
the situation in the kitchen over the trying pan:
You cou d take lard, which was not cheap, and
“used up” very fa9t; you had butter, which, besides
being expensive, required a skilful cook to keep it
from burning; or you could use salad oil, which,
though costing alarmingly to begin with, required
so little to do the work that the cooking school
would tell you it was like the widow’s cruse it did
not seem to lose perceptibly; after frying fifty oysters the bottle was nearly as full as before.
Hut
very few American housekeepers could be brought,
by its first expensiveness, to try using sweet oil
which is the frying material of all south Europe.
We leave out of the list “clarified fat,” or dripping,
because there is seldom enough of this to do the entire cooking with, even with a conscientious person
in the kitchen who understands bow to save and uee
it all, as it should always be insisted on.
The two
best-known vegetable oils that this country produces are cotton seed oil and peanut oil. both of
which are understood to have been ior years
exported to Europe, coming back to ua m
wicker-covered flasks as Italian olive oil. Real olive oil from California is to small a product as yet
to count much in the home market.
The manufacturers of the new olive butter—which is not butter at all, but a clear greenish oil—have agreed to
give us a home product, warranted pure, without
ocean voyage; though, to conciliate our iidiculous American prejudices, do not label it cotton
seed or peanut oil, the former of which it probably
is. Anybody who tries
it, will agree that it cooks
as well ,g 8*lad
oil; and as all vegetable oils heat at
lower temperature than the solid animal fats, it
does not burn away or waste as rapidly as lard. It
comes in conveuieut cans with a
mouthpiece, like
the kerosene oil
can, so that you can pour on just
the desired quantity for use,
after cooking,
and,
this can be carefully strained and returned to the
can, except it has been used for fish, when it must
he put in a separate bottle aud
kept apart for tbis
use.
Jt has a slightly pungent smell when cooking
which is said to be entirely removed by the use of a
pinch of salt, but which is no worse than other frying through the house. The egg plants, oysters,
clam or eorn fritters that are turned out of olive
batter by a good cook, have not a particle of greisinees about them,nor any taste whatever of the medium in which they are fried.
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Lana

League

A meeting of the eommittee of ways and
means of the exe utive council of the Irish
National Laud League assembled last evening
Mr. M. Breslin, Vice President, stated that in
obedience to the instruc ions of the executive
council, he, with Mr, Ryan, had waited on Dr.
Wallace in reference to the communication
with the executive council at Buffalo relative
to the reorganization of the Leagues in Arne*
ca under the extended programme of object
adopted by the conference in Dublin. Dr,
Wallace received a telegram from Buffalo as
follows:
Buffalo, Nov. 12.
To Dr. Wallace. New York:
Ceuiral Council will issue an address tomorrow.
Have beon waiting for Parnell to
write.
John J. Hynes.
After a full discussion it was resolved that
tbe committee believe that the Land L'ague
organization should hereafter direct its efforts
towards the full realization of the programme
and purpose ol the Irish National League, as
indicated in tbe action of the convention recently held in Dublin.
Death of a Millionaire.
George A. Osgood, son-in-law of the late
Commodore Vanderbilt, died to-day at the age
of GO.
The Irish Land League Approved.
Buffalo, Nov. 13.—At a general meeting of
the Laud League branches here yesterday on
tbe Dublin conference programme, a resolution was adopted approving the Irish Land
League as at present constituted, together with
its leaders, its principles and its plaDS

THE

FIRE

RECORD.

At Easten, Mass.
North Easton, Mass., Nov. 13 —A large
barn at the Easton poor farm was discovered to
be on fire about 8 o’clock this morning, and
with its contents, about thirty tong of hay, was
entirely destroyed. This barn was built to replace oue destroyed by fire about two years
ago, aud both fires are supposed to have beeu
the work of an incendiary. The barn was valued at about 83000 aud insured for 81200. The
hay w<»8 insured for 8200 in the Dorchester
Mutual.
At New York.
New York, Nov. 13.—Fire Friday evening
in Coogan Bros.’ furniture store at Grand
street aud the Bowery did 840,000 worth of
damage. No insurance.
At Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Nov. 13.—The Knickerbocker
Block was burned this morning.
It was occupied by the Knickerbocker Furniture Company and Middlewist & Taylor. Filling walls
crushed the wooden buildiug adjoining occunied by Mr. Brlcom, milliner.
Hnrlbnrt
block adjoining was also damaged.
Total loss

8113,000.

Near Manchester, N. H.
Manchester, N. H., Nov. 13—A two-story
house and barn on the Candia road, about two
miles from City Hall, owned by Horace and
Holmes R. Pettee and occupied by Nathan A.
Bleeper, were totally destroyed by fire early
yesterday morning. Loss on buildings 81500;
insured-for 8800. Tbe household goods were
saved. The fire was discovered in the barn
and is supposed to have been incendiary.

|
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Death of a Halifax Seaman.
Bark Mary ICnowlton from Laquna reports
lest her deckload off Hatteras and that John
Smith of Halifax died of fever October 13.
Probable Loss of a Schooner,
St. John, Nov. 13.—The schooner Allhead
struck a rock in Musquash harbor
today and is
making water. She sailed Saturday for Young
dale, Ireland with a cargo of lumber. It is
feared she will become a total loss.
Run Aground.
London, Sept. 13—The Russian bark Impi,
Captain Hogeman, Queenstown, October 2G,
for Lynn, run aground. She floated ant was
docked. She had to use the pumps continually
A Close Run.
The British bark Landzer from Sf. John
October 16 for Liverpool has arrived. She had
her bowsprit and entwater damaged by a col•
lision.
Lost Her Deck Load.
The British ship Scioto, St. John Gctober
5,
for Liverpool has arrived.
She experienced
heavy weather during which she lost her deck
load.
Steamer Athos Stranded.
New York, Nov. 13.—A dispatch was received in this city yesterday slating that the
steamship Athos had stranded at Inagua on
November 8, and that she is in a dangerous
position. Assistance has been sent to the vessel irom Kingston.
The Athos sailed from
this port November 1 for Port au Prince,
Jeremie and other ports in the West Indies, in
command of Captain Gladwin.
She carried
an assorted cargo of merchandise and sixteen
The latter and the crew were
passengers.
saved. The vessel is owned in Liverpool, is
brigatine rigged, 1262 tons, is an iron vessel,
and has four bulkheads.
A Boston Schooner Ashore.
Chatham, Mass., Nov. 13. -The schooner
Pawn of Boston, Capt. McDonald, for New
York, in ballast, while trying to beat past
Chatham, with a strong southwest wind, thick
fog and heavy cross sea, misstayed and went
ashore about 8 o’clock Sunday evening near
life-saving station 13. She was immediately
seen by the patrol, and
the crew was safely
landed on the beach by tbe crew of station 13.
Thp vessel lies in a dangerous position, but,
should the westerly winds continue, she may
possibly be gotten off, as she is not leaking.
Other Marine Items.
Steamship Spain rtports that she stopped two
hours the 5th inst., to allow the surgeon to
board the bark A. E. Keliing of Nova Scotia,
and set the broken legs of a seaman who had
fallen from aloft. Also, the 12th inst., spoke
ship Senator, of Maitland, N. S., from New
York for London, steering with jury rudder.

THE DOMINION.
The Vankleek Tragedy.
Ottawa, Nov. 13.—Farther details of the
alleged murder reported from Vankleek Hill
have reached here.
The name of the victim
was Henry Roberts, a man 26 years of age, and
oue of four sons a widow.
He had his left arm
cut off in a saw mill about twelve years ago,
and since that time he has not worked steadHe was usually employed in the store of
ily.
Mr. Tamieson
On the evening of All Hallowe’en Roberts left Mrs. Lowe’s store about
7.30 to return to his mother’s house.
He was
very drank, and was noticed to fall to the
ground several times.
He reached the house
about eight o’clock.
His mother returned
shortly afterwards, and toond him in his bed
a
little
frum
the
moaning
injuries he had received, bat thought nothing serious of the matter, and left. She went to spend the night at
a neighbor’s house, and next
morning on returning she found Roberts unconscious, and lie
died in a few hours.
An iuqiest was held,
and a verdict of death frum a blow
ceived o> the head in somo unknown way was
returned. The injuries were large marks on
the right side of the head just below the ear,
down to the angle of the jaw, and the fatal injury was on the left side of the head and
breast.
Constable Hill was deputed to investigate the matter, and two brothers of the deceased man,
named respectively Robert and
Edward Roberts, were arrested on
suspicion.
Their preliminary examination was held Saturday at L’Origna), before Mr. Johnson, J. P.,
bat no evidence could be produced against
them and they were discharged.
It is now
claimed that, the death of the unfortunate man
was caused by a fall upon a
heap of stones by
which his skull was fractured.
Reply to the Manifesto.
Toronto, Nov 13.—A manifesto in reply to
that issued by Senators Smith and O’Donahue
has been forwarded to the archbishop and
bishops of the province by a committee representing the leading Catholics of Ontario.
Storm Signals.
The meteorological office has ordered cau"
tionary signals displayed at Prices Edward Island, Cape Breton and maritime provinces
ports.
Shoving the Queer.
St. John, Nov. 13.—Counterfeit notes of the
Union Bank of Prince Edward’s Island are in
circulation.

POLITICAL.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Fatally Crushed.
Salem, Nov. 13.—Thomas Hall, in the employ of tbe city, was crushed in a gravel pit
to-day. He is supposed to be fatally iujured.
The Allan Line.

Boston, Nov. 13.—The Allau iiue has decided to run only fortnightly mail service from

Boston this winter aud fortnightly service to
Glasgow aud Liverpool. The steamers will be
the Sarmaratau, Sardiuaiu and Caspian, and
fortnightly mail service from Baltimore will
also be maintained,
The Portland service
tbis winter will be fortnightly freight steamer.
The balance of the company’s boats wili go into the South American service.
A Train Wrecker Sent to Prison.
Worcester, Nov. 13.—Charles S. Lawrence
of Auburn was sentenced to tbe State Prison
for fifteen years this morning in the Superior
Court for train wrecking on the Boston and
Albany road Sept. 18th.
New York and New England.
Boston, Nov. 13.—Upon receipt of the reof the Railrpad Commissioners as
decision
cent
to freight rates charged by the New York and
New England Railroad Company on coal carried to Webster, the company immediately
the
determined to adopt
recommendation
made
by the Commissioners at the end
of
and
tbe
to
make
decision,
the
rates conform to tbe law of this State as laid
down by them. The company, however, intends to test the question of the constitution
alityof this law oi Massachusetts so far as it
undertakes to regulate the tateto be charged for
transportation of freight through Connecticut
aud Massachusetts by a Connecticut as well as
a Massachusetts* corporation.
An order carrying the new rates into effect will be issued as
soon as it can be prepared.

YELLOW

Pensacola,

ITie folio king

Interesting

Debate ;in the House
of Commons.

PROBABLE

LOSS

FEVER.

The Best Vet.
Nov. 13.—Only one new case of

yellow fever to-day.
Open to the World Again
Austin, Tex., Nov. 13.—The Governor has
raised the quarantine.

WASHINGTON.
Back Again.
Nov. 13.—Assistant Secretary
New is expected to resume his duties at the
treasury department to-morrow.
What Alexander Says.
Fitlh Auditor Alexander has just returned
from Indiana. He states th it he has been iD
Mr New’s company the past ten days aud is
confident that Mr. New has not resigned and
has no such iuteutiou.
Financial.
The receipts from internal revenue to-day
were $523,701.75 and from customs $355,635.
The national' bank notes received for redemption to day amounted to $265,000.
The issue of standard silver dollars from the
*or
week ended November
11
minhj
was $723,400 as against $444,000 for the correcponding period of that year.
Board Organized.
The Advisory Board on the Constructson cf
Steam Vessels organized to-day.

Washington,

Not Fixed.
No day has been fixed for the hearing in the
case of Fred E. Shaw, charged with
attempting to influence the star ronte jury,
A

Republican Victory.
St. Louis City, Nov. 13.—The registers have

concluded the canvass of the votes cast in the
ninth Congregational district and they
give
McLean, Republican, a majority of twenty-one
over Broadliead, Democrat, for the
long term.
Broadliead will contest. For the short term
Broadliead has a majority of 205 in the
city but
the country precincts overcome this and
give
McLean about 150
majority.
No Escape from Death.
Nov. 13.—Alfred Wilson,
his wife and sister, while crossing a swollen
stream in aw a* on yesterday, found themselves
unable to advauce or retreat.
Wilson made
every effoit to save the womeD, but they were
carried away in the torrents aud drowned. Ha
escaped in almost exhausted condition.

Metropolis, 111.,

Hi

Bell, Rep., 44,432; Jones, Dem., 40,813;
scattering 919.
was:

An Election to be Contested.
Nkw York, Nov. 13.—An Indianapolis dispatch says Wm. E. English (Dem.) will contest the election of S. J. Peelie (Rep.) for Congress,
About the Last of the Lot.
Helena, Mon., Nov. 13.—Maginnis's (Dem.)
majority will be over 1500. The legislature
will be Democratic.

Bloodless DueL
Philadelphia, Nov. 13.—A special despatch
from Easton, says two railroad men, whose
names are withheld,
fought a duel ou Lehigh
hill yesterday over the alleged faithlessness of
the wife of one with the other.
They were
placed twenty feet apart, and exchanged seven
shots without either being hurt. This is explained by the faut that their seconds-agreed
privately to insert blank cartridges. The principals, when they were informed of this fact,
became so enraged that they threw away their
weapons and went for one another with the
bare knuckles.
They fought three rounds.
When they separated both were badly punished.
A

After Many Years.
La., Nov. 13.—Seventeen
man named Scott, in Leak
county,

Shreveport,

years ago a
had a difficulty near Carthage oue Sunday at
church, with a Mr. Renfroe. Nothing came of
As they separated Reufroe
it, however.
threated Scott violently.
On the next Friday
Scott, while working in his field, was mortally wounded. Renfroe was suspected, but he
and his brother wore not to bo found. Years
passed and the tragedy had almost been forgotten by all save the Scott family. A brother
of the murdered man passed through the city
yesterday with oue of the Refroes, having captured him in San Saba, Tex.
A Mysterious Case.
Galena, 111., Nov. 13.—The body of Came-

ron

Hay,

who committed suicide at

Glasgow,

Scotland, will arrive at New York oy the
steamer Nevada, and will be at once sent to
this city for burial. Mr. Hay was an old and
wealthy faimerof Warren, who disappeared a

short time ago and was subsequently discovered to be in Scotland, and a cablegram was
forwarded requesting him to return to his
home. Immediately after he received the despatch he committed suicide. The circumstances which induced Mr. Hay to dee at midnight from his home, leaving his wealth behind and betake himself to Scotland, there to
end his life by his own hand, were known only
to himself, and the whole affair is regarded as
one of the rnest mysterious occurrences
ever
heard of in this section.
How

Congressman May Get In.
Marshalltown, La., Nov. 13.—The result
of the Congressional election in the Fifth District hinges upon the vote of Taylor township.
This county, which was thrown out by the
board because the returns were signed by only
two judges, the third judge’s name having
been added by the clerk as the judge himself
could not be found, gave Nelson. Rep,, 40 majority and would give him a majority of 23 in
the district, whereas with the vote thrown out
Frederick, Dem., has a majority of 17.
a

Suicide of a Defaulter.
Dayton, O., Nov. 13.—Col. FieldiDg Low!
ery, late postmaster of tli s city, committed
suicide to-day by cutting the caroiid aitery.
The cause of his action was his inability to
meet a deficiency of $4324 in bis accounts with
the Post Office Department. The deficit is

amply secured._
Winter is Coming.

Shreveport, La., Nov. 13.— Frost and ice
here this morning.
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 13.—Frost last night,

mereury now stands at 28°.
Toronto, Ont., Nov. 13.—Snow fell here
First
and in various parts of Ontario tc-day.
of the season

OF

AN

OCEAN

STEAMER.

I FIRST DISPATCH.]
Portsmouth, Not. 13.—A collision between
the Westphalia and another Bteamer occurred
off Beachy head early this forenoon and a boat
was lowered from the Westphalie and sent in

search of the other steamer, This boat is now
missing. The Westphalia is making water
rapidly. She will be docked tomorrow morn-

ing at daylight.
[second dispatch ]
It is believed the missing steamer has sunk
with all hands. The boat of the Westphalia
which is also missing contained an officer and

six men. It is supposed they were also drownIt
was
at
the
time
intensely dark
of the collision and theWestphalia experienced
heavy winds and sea while making for Portsmouth.
The Westphalia had 90 passengers on board
at the time of the collision.
Besides a large
hole in the port bow extending to below the
water line there are several small holes on the
starbard bow. In the collision the bulkhead
was stove and both steam and manual
pumps
had to be kept going from 1.30 in the morning
when the collision occurrod until the vessel
reached Portsmouth this afternoon.
The other steamer could not
stop.
Captain Ludwig
a
boat
to
to
see
some trace of
despatched
try
her. He gave the officer iu charge of the boat
instructions to land after se&rching.
He then
made ready all of the Westphalias boats for
in
the
event
of
water
launching
gaining on him
and made for Portsmouth.
Powerful, government tag has gone to assist in
pumping the
Westphalia. Themails'and the passengers have
been landed and will be forwarded to
Hamburg
tomorrow by the German vice consul.
It in
not thought that the cargo is
damaged. The
will
be moored along side the dock
Wesphalia
yard for the night. Wind northeast and blow
ing hard.
The steamer was not seen by those on board
Westphalia until the latter struck her.
Stanley’s Movement.
Antwerp, Nov. 13.- Henry M. Stanley’s
steamer Harkaway left yesterday for the Congo river laden with such an asortment of goods
as well enable him to establish
a
solid trade
with the natives. The king’s steamer also carries a number of sheep for acclimatilion, and a
selection of European cereals. Slanley has
gone to Nice to recruit his health. He wil 1 returd to Africa early in 1883.
I Not Supreme In the Vatican.
Rome, Nov. 13.—The Court of Appeals has
confirmed the decission of the court of first
instance, that the jurisdiction of the Italian
tribunals extends within the walls of the Vatican.
Judge Lawson’s Enemy.
Dublin, Nov. 13.—Patrick Dolaney, arrested for attempting to discharge a revolver at
Judge Lawson Saturday night was bronght into coart today and remanded for a week.
Want a New Treaty.
Berlin, Nov. 13.—The new German minister to the United States has been instructed to
obtain a revision of the existing treaty of naturalization or the conclusion of a new one of
uniform character.
a.

oensatton.

Alexandria, Not. 13.—A Russian subject
murdered by a native watchman last evenThe affair has created a great sensation.
Another Royal Prince.
Stockholm, Nov. 13 —Crown Princess of
Sweden has been delivered of a son.
The Joyce Murderere.
Dublin, Nov. 13.—The trial of the murderers of the Joyce family commenced tc-day,
Gladstone Inyltea an Investigation.
London, Nov. 13.—In the Commons to-day
the Speaker read a letter from Bradlaugh asking the House to pormit him to state at the
bar the grounds of law on which he claims his
right to take the seat for Northampton.
Sir Cbas. Dilke, in reply to a question, said
there was no reason to suppose that there
would be any departure from the procedure
agreed upon by Egypt and England for the
trial of Arabi.
Mr. Gladstone moved the second procedure
resolution be considered.
Lord Randolph Chnrthill, in moving
an
amendment to the resolution, referred to the
to
have been entered into by the
treaty alleged
government with the Irish members of Parliament when imprisoned in Kiltnainham
jail by means of which the latter were said to
have effected their release.
Mr. Gladstone said no such treaty had been
made. He challenge.1 the opposition to move
an inquiry on the subject.
Mr. Ycrk, Conservative, asked if Mr. Gladstone would give a day therefore and Gladstone replied, “Yes, at once.” Mr. Yorke then
stated that at the earliest opportunity he
would make a motion for such an iuquiry. The
debate then adjourned.
was

ing.

$300,000 Failure.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 13*— Paine Sackett,
woolen manufacturer of this city, made an assignment and called a meeting of his creditors

7

telegraph
167

for

Wednesday.

The liabilities are estimated

$300,000.

Killing her Child in a Cell.
Kaufman, Tex., Nov. 13.—Amanda Watts,
a notorious negress, sometime
ago quarrelled
with ano:her negress and killed her child by
poison. While in jail for that offence she gave
birth to a boy, and Saturday night she crushed
a

board.

A Terri trip Death
Crockett, Tex., Nov. 13.—The courthouse
in which was the jail and post office was completely burned this morning and all records
lost. Two prision rs a white and a negro, perished in the Himes.
Death

of

the First Maker of Friotion
Matches.
Norristown, Pa., Nov. 13.—George W.
Burgess died here last evening aged 78 years,
he was the
first manufacturer of friotion
matches in America.
First Frost of the Season.
Little Rock, Nov. 13. -The first frost of
the season in this region this morning.
Killed at the Rolling Mills.
John Jones, a workman at
the Rolling
Mills, was killed about 12 o’clock last even,
ing. He was drawn iDto the gearing.
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P.>«Tl AND. NOV. 13.
quiet to day and quotations unchanged
but the stock is very light and prices firm. In Previsions, Pork is about 60c lower, backs being quoted
at 23 50g29 00 aud clear at 27 60@28 00.
Lard
is unchanged. The market for potatoes is tirmer
and on account of light receipts iates have advanced 6 o on all kinds.
Apples are uneh&ngod, but
tlrm, and good stock would command higher prices.
The following &ru to-day's q n tit. ons or F oci,
Flour

was

Gram. Provtetous.

&c.

Orato.
S »*.«r»n*e.4 25 a4 751 U. M, Corn, car
Eava spring..6 7 5«/6 25
lots, 90
X Spring— 6 00(3 6 60 Mixed Corn,
car lota, 89
P*t«>:
SurlDg
.8 7 o&9 50 U&ta,
?
48
Sacked Bran 00@21 60
Vl ^higau '^'n
^Bt.... 0 25&6 60
Mid®..
25 00
vst
Cotton Seed,car lot 35 0<»
C >m on
"
bag lota 31 00
Michigan... 5 75j£6 00
Coru.v“;«r lots..
02
S Louie Wln.6 76^7 00 M t»i,
83
•hi
lair
55
Winter good. 7 00 q 7 25 Oat®,
*•
26 00
Waiter best. 7 60(gj7 76 Bran,
t*ro«l*«€e.
SO 00
Midi, "
130
Kyo.
18,§20
Turkey?.
13 a; 17
I'roriNionii.
Cuiokens.
1 1(©13
Meat Beef ..12 5
8 00
Fowl.
Ex Meat.. 13 50514 00
Ergs. 29gi<0
Plan.*5 00216 50
irisk potatoes 2 15ct2 25
Ex Plate. 16 50@1G00
8wee potatoes2 7 5<g3 00
Ouious $> bbl 2 60a 2 75 Pors—
B*oks..
28 605,29 00
Cranberries, $>bbi
Maine. 7 00ca9*0 Clear.27 60(5)28 00
Mot'S.0000(6)00 00
C&p© Cod,10 00(a $ 11
Hams....14%<gl5
*lj»Kwr.
(610
Granulated. 9% R *nnd Hogs.
Ectra 0.
8% CoT*ed Hamsltf (g>l«%
Lant.
Froif
Maso’tl Raislns2 25|£2 60 Tnb,p
Tier tvs. lb *>.12% toil 3
j' -ndon Lavers2 75 a 2 80
Pai?.
Oudura Val.
11^12
(lean*.
Turkish Prunes.7(^7V4*ei
do IP cratel 76« 60 Pea.3 10@3 25
I ’tediums.2 76@3 0C
franges.
Paler Dio# |?bi 6 00 5 00; German med 2 25(62 50
Messina, p box. 6 0U®5 601 Yellow Eyee. .3 10<g3 26
liufter.
Valencia pease $10^*12
34535
#
Creamery.
Extra large
Gilt
ittvnons.
EdjjeVerTnont34a35
“
Choice
26jx27
Meesins— ••&
P.*lonno«.6 00@6 60 Good.22m 3
..

..

13%lJ4%

_

...

££

Store.,.18620
Cheene.
l^e w

aw#.
P

.a* nte—

Wilmington. 1 76@2 26
2 26 a.2 60
rsinla
Tennessee..
Oft-uuia.P lb.
Wilnnts
Filberts
Pecan
•'

£w!”‘60a3

BO
Eating £*
Cooking pbbl 2 00® 2 76
Ey»i«oratsd.16 (a 17
....

Potatoes*
Early Rose, ft buah:-

Houlton.
Maine Central.
Grand Trunk.
Proliflcs, Eastern.

.‘.a ty

tiigby,

70@76
70@75

G6@70
(£70

Burbanks.(£70
Grand Trunk.(£70
ffiG6
tiacksons and White Brooks.
The above ftrtce* are for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 5c
higher._
Fr«‘*h Meet Tl^rkrt.
Corrected for *he Press daily by Wheeler, $wift
Merchants in Chicago Dan seed
Commission
do.,
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 6>*g8*4 Hinds.7 @ 9V%
a
Fores. 8 (g 7 Mi Rattles. «
7
Rounds. 7 £ 8
Backs. 0 (g 8
Loins.8
Rumps.8 @11
@14
Kumo Loins.8
@12
®

Pobtlabd, Not. 18.

of drain

war*

received

Foreign I ns peris.
YARMOUTH, NS. Steamer Ncwbruniwiok—
to C H Wright.

Kniiroatl Receipts.
Pom*laud. Not. 11.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland A Ogdcnsburg Railroad, 39 oars.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f » Korund
41 cars miscellaneous merchandise; (or
connecting
roads 116 ears miscellaneous me chandlsr.
...

••leeu nttrUrt.
The lollowlng quotations of stooks are reeelva.
and corrected dally bv Woodbury A Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exnhanoe), corner of Middle and Ex-Hinge srm» smm
NEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Pacific 106%
Wabash preferred 50%
Union Pacific.106
Buf. Pit.* W.coni 10%
St.L. & Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 47%
Denver & K. O... 61%
Frisco preferred..
Weetern Union T. 81%
New York Cent’1.131%
Omaha preferred 106
Lake Shore.116%
Erie. 38%
N«r. Pao. prefer’J 02%
—

—

com

...

44%

Pacific Mail. 38Vs
Northwest’n com.141
North west’n pref.160
C. B. & gniney...:
—

St. Paul common. 108%
Joseph prer
llinois Central... 148%
Michigan Central.102%
St.

—

-r

Mo. K. & Taxes..

Nor. & West’n prf
Louis A Null.
Klcli. A Dan.1
Cen. Pacific.
Texu Pacific_

84%
64
49%
66
89
40%

St. Paul pref.120
BOSTON STOCKS.
•Soston Land.
9%
Water Power.2%
Flint A Pere Marquette common. 21
HartfordiAErle 7« DO
A. T. ASTf. 84%
Boston A Maine. .162
Flint & Pero Marquette preterred 98
L. It. A Ft. Smith 49%
..

Marquette, Houghton A Ont. 89%
Summit Branch..
9
Mexican Cent’17s 72%

1

aliieraiainiDintt wswcm-.
(By Telegraph.;
8a5 EmAgcrw* Ncr. 14 —The following are* tli#

losing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Beet & Belcher
...

<•

$

Hodie.
Eureka
Uould & Currv.
Halo & Noreross.

844

12%

yff

144
4%
.11

Mexican...*...

Northern

Ophir....Savage
...

8
1

Nevada....
Con..
..
Fellow .Jacket.

4%
6%
1%

Sierra
Union

..

New York Stock and money market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nov. 18.—Money on

e&ll loaned between 4@5, closing offeied at 4; prime mercantile
paper 6(^8. Exchange steady at 4.81 for long and
4.85 for short. Governments weak and generally %
@% lower. State bonds generally neglected. Railroad bonds irregular but generally higher.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 366,000 ► hares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.
102
United States bonds 6s, ex
101%
United States bonds 4Vis, reg ...111%

4%8, coup.112%
United States bonds 4s, reg.118%
4s, coup.118%
Pacifl 6s. ’96.
12»
The following are the closing quotations of stock
Chicago & Al-on.141
Chicago & Alton pref.•
Chicago, Bur. & Qnincy.181
—

Erie.

...

tine

89

pref. 84
Illinois Central .148

Lake

Shore.116%

Michigan Central.102%
Jersey Central.
71
Northwestern.
142%
pref.161
New

Rock

...

....

Island.130^

Union Pacific stock.

St. Paul

109%

pref...124

Milwaukee & St Paul.
1QB%
Western Union Tel.
82%
Boston Produce market.

Boston, Nov. 13.—The following*were to-day's
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—Western and Northern creameries at 36
@38c for choice and 29@34c for fair and good ;New
York and Vermont dairies at 29@34c for choice
and 23@28c for fair and good; Western dairy packed at 25@28c for choice and I8@24c for fair and
good; Western ladle packed at 19@20c for choice
{Uid 16(@17c $9
for fair and good; all kinds dull.
Cheese at 3 2*@l3*c for choice,. 10*@1 i.*e
for fair and good, 6@9o
!b for common; firm.
Egg»— Eastern at% 32*0,3 He. New York and Vermont 31 @32c, We tern 29 ®31c Ip doz.
Potatoes—There is a fair demand Win sales at 70
Ip bush for Early Rose, Prolific* and Peerless,
weefc potatoes 1 50@2 60 p bbl.

f;80c

C

hicago fire Mock market.

Domestic markets.

(By Telegraph.)

New Yobk, Nov. lS.-Flour-Receipts
36,720
bbls: exports 8652 bbls; heavy and 6@10 lower &cd
rather more doing for export,
in common
mainly
grades with a moderate local trade Inquiry;
sales
J

216< H) bbls.

Quotations of flour—No 2 at 2 40@3 60;Soperflne
Western and State at 3 2533 90: common to good
extra Western and State 3 85@* 40; igood to choiee
do at 4 50@7 60: common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25(37 00; fancy do at 7 10®
7 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3
S6@7 00;
common to choice extra St I^ouis at 3 96(37 60:
Patent Minnesota extra good to prims 6 76@8 00;
choice to double extra do at 1 10@8 * 6; City Mills
at 6 12 a,5 20; 160 bbls No 2 at 2 40@3 60; 1809
bbls Superfine at 3 26@3 90; 800 bbls low extra at
3 80@4 25; 3900 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 8 86
(3/7 60; 4600 bbls Minnesota extra at 8 8638 00.
Wheal—receipts 226,200 bush; exports 106,807

bush; cash quiet and steadily held; options closed
dull at lowest points of the day; less active specula
tive demand; sales 1,361,000 buih. including 209,600 on spot; No 3 Spring 97 *c; No 3 Red 1 08*;
No 2 at
07*@1 07* c^rt, 1 07*@1 09* delivered; No 1 at 1 13; Red Canada at 108*; Mixed
Winter at 1 02*; No 2 White 1 01*. No 1 White,
15,000 bush at 1 08*®1 08* and 1 10. Rye is
steady; 66,000 old Western 66* export. Barley
firmer. C oro unsettled and *®1* lower, business nearly all in options, closing dull and
heavy;
receipts 34,833 bush: exports 1992 buth; sales 1,.
961,000 bush, including 71,000 bush on spot; No 8
at 86c; No 2 at 89@90c elev; No 2 White 87@88c;
low Mixed 86c; No 2 for November 84@84*c,olos
at 76e; year
ing 84c; December at 76@77c,
closed at 76c; new do closed 69*e; .January closed
at 64c; February 62* c.
Oat* *@* higher on
options; cash steady; receipts 62,100 bush; exports
-bush; sales 662,000 bush;No 3 at 4l*o;White
at 43c; No 2 at 42 Va @42* c; Whitest 46*o: No 1
at 43c; White at 62*c; Mix* d Western 37@43o;
bite 43349c; White State 46@52c. Msgar nom-

closing

inally,unchanged: refining 7*@7*;refined steady;
White Ex C 7%@8c; Yellow C at 6%<37*^standard A 8*; granulated 9 1-16@9*; Confec. A at
8*. mola»nen weak; Orleans at 40@48c. Pe-

troleum steady; united 127*. Taflew steady:
sales 92,i 00 tbs. Pork very steady sales 116 bbls
new mess spot at 20 00@22 60, latter choice:
city
family mess 23323 60; options neglected and nominal. 1.ard opened excited and 10@26 higher and
closed dull and depressed with advance almost lost;
sales 350 tes prime steam on spot at 12 55(312 60;
110 city Bteam at 12 25; refined for continent at
12 62* November; 11 70 December.
Butter held
firm. Cheese unchanged; Western 6@12*; State
8(312*. |

Chicago. Nov. 13.—Flour unchanged. Wheat ia
tinner, regular at 92Vio for November; 93@93%
for December;92%c all year; 93% (£93% January;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 92 %c for cash; others same
as regular; No 3 at79%c: rejected 32c; No 2 Red
Winter at 96c cash; 96%c December; No 3 Winter
91c; rejected at 80c. Corn lower at 68%@68%e
cash; 66Vic for November; 59V/a^59V4o December
and year; 63%c for .January; rejected 63 63%o.
Oats steady 34%r£36c for cash; 34% November;
34@34%c for December and year. Rye steady at
66c. Barley|easy at80@81c. Pork higher I8 60
cash; 18 80&18 36 for November; 17 7b(£17 77%
for December and year: 17 65(£17 67% January,
17 70@17 72% for February. Lard is generally
higher at 11 90@12 00 cash; 11 80(gll 83% for
November; 11 00 bid, 11 02% asked for December
andivear; 10 87%£l0 IX)
90@10 92%
for
Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders at 7; short rib 11; short clear 11 %.
At the closiug call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat wa* irregular; regular at 92%c bid for November; 93c December; 92%c bid year; 93%o for
January; No 2 Red Winter 92% December; 93%c
year Corn easier at 68c cash: 66%a65% for November; 58%@68%c year; 62%c January. Gate
weaker at 34%c November; 33%o for December;
Pork is un34c year; 33% c asked for January.
changed except for year, which is 6 lower. Lard is
unchanged, except November, which is 6 lower.
Receipts -Flour 16,000 bbls,wheat 116,CM) bush,
corn
109,000 bush, oats 71,000 bush, rye 8.600
bush, barley 6LOOO bush.

January.10

February.

Shipments—Flour 22,000 bbls,137,000 bush,co n
246,OoO bush, oats 67,000 bush, rye 7,600 bush,

barley 23,000 bush.
St. Louis,Not. 13.—Flour unchanged;triple extra
0t'@3 0"; family 4 0(X£4 10; choice 4 40$4 60;
fancy 4 70*6 10. Wheat bigier; No 2 Red ?all at
9aVs@9244o cash; 93V%Si94c for December: 92V4
@92440 year; 8614c for January; 98@&oV4 FebruCom—cash higher; options
ary; No 3 at 88@8yc
2

lower at 64V4c cash; 6044@61Vsc for November;
6244c year: 4854c January; 48k,c for February.
Pork iB lower at 21 26 asked cash: 18 76 asked for
November; 17 66 bid January irregular but stronger prices.
Lard is lower; none offered, but would

bring 11 80
Receipts—Flour 12,000 hbls, wheat 85,000 bush,
corn 43,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 1)0,000 bush.

Vermont....
12^(214
N y Factory.
12 Va a 14
Skims. 7Vi® 8

Dried Weetere
do Eastern....

quotations

cows

A

at

n«rk(t.

from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminle
6 Co.,
Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat- -—Corn-. < hats.
Time.) Not. Year. Not. Year. Mav. iNov.
9.30..
92% 06
69% 64%
10.00.
92% 00
69% 64% 34%
10.30..
92% 92% 00% 00% 64% 34%
U.00..
93
91
06% 00% 64% SB
12.30..
92% 92% C0% 00% 64% 86
1..'4.,
92% 92% 00% 69% 64% 34%
call-...
92% 92 Ys 06% 68% 54% 84%
by

Another Ocean Disaster.

her child to death with
The New Hampshire
Concord, N. H Nov. 13.—The complete returns of State have been received
which give
Hale 38,398, Edgerly 36,909, seal ter iug 939;
Hale’s plurality over Edgerly, 1498; Hale’s
lu the First
majurity, 559; total vote, 76,238.
Cougreessioual District Hayes, Rep., has a
plurality of 3795, and Ray, Rep., in the Second District, 2214. Last year the total vote

tin in

Shipments-Flour 21,000 bbls, wheat 44,00U]bu,
13,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0 000 bush,
barley 00.000 bush.
Detroit Nov. 13—Wheat ia|tlnn; No 1 White
cash and November at 97440; December at 98 Vie;
year 9744c; January nominallylat 0944c;February
1 00Vi; No 2 Red 97V4c; No 2 White 84o.
Roceipts 26,640 bush; shipments 60.520 bush,
Mew Orleans. Nov. 13
Cotton firm; Middling
uplands 844 c.
Nobile, Nov. 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 944c.
Savannah, Nov. 13.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 944 c.
Memphis, Nov. 13.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 944c.
corn

—

_

Havana

Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana,Nov. 13.—Spanish gold 1.90@1.9044.
haroKan Ilarkrn.
By Teiegrapii.
London. Nov. 13 -Console 101 16-16.
122V4.
London,|Nov. IS.—U. 8.4Vis, 116V4;
Co-ton
Liverpool, Nov. 13 -19.80 P. MOrleans
8
7-16d;
«V4d;
—in good demand; Uplands
sales 14,000bales: speculation and eiport 8,000
bales; futures stoaily.

#
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TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 14
regular attach# of ;he Pkebs Is furnisher
with a t arw uertlfkat* rigueu by Stanley Pullen,
Kdltor, All railway, steamboat and hotel manager,
CtKXY

will oonter

favor npon

a

•' entry perron
We do

ns

by demanding credentials

claiming to represent

our

journal.

antiuyrnou, letters an I ocn.iacr i•,lions. The name and address of the a rit are tn
bllna
•11 oases Indispensable, not neoeasarily for
aoi roan

bat as • guaranty of good faith.
Wa cannot nndertaks to rater* or preserve
•aonlcatii.iii that are not need.
two

coir-

The New York Tribune thinks that the
investigation of the star route bribery cases
shows the practice of jury fixing in Washington to be the same as that in vogue in
New York, which it describes as follows:
“Ti.e first overtures of these fellows are in-

benefit.

behalf of the prosecution,

ington

THANKSGIVING.

case.

must serve. If, on the other band,tbe juror
grows indignant and exposes the attempt at

A

PROCLAMATION.

In eomtormity with custom the annual observwhich is justly held in honor by this people
I Cheater A. Arthur, President of the United States
4o hereby set apart '1 hursday, the 30th day of November next as a day of public Thanksgiving.
The
ttemiAf's demanding our gratitude are manifold aud
for
and
which
subsists
between
amity
varied;
peace
this republic and all nations of the earth; for free4em from internal discom and violence; for increasing friendship between different sections of the
*n«e

land; for liberty, justice and constitutional govern
meat; fer the devotion of the people to our free invitations and their cheerful obedience to mild laws
for constantly increasing strength of the republic
to all men who come
▼kite extending its
to ns; Tor improved means of internal communioatlea and increased facilities of intercourse with
other nations; for tbe general prevailing Health of
tftse year; for the general prosperity of all our indnBtries and the liberal return for the mechanic’s
tail, aJTouiing a market for abundant harvests of
Vs husbandman; tor preservation of the national
ISith and sredit; for wise and generous provision to
effect intellectual and moral education of our youth;
for tbe influence upon the conscience of a restraining and a transforming religion and for tbe joys of
hem*—for these and for mauy other blessings we
should give thanks.
Wherefore. I do recommend that the day above
Aolgnated be observed throughout tbe counti y as a
4ay of national thanksgiving and prayer, and that
tike people, ceasing from their
labors and
in accordance with their several forms of
worship, draw near to the throne of Almighty God,
and gratitude for the manioffering to him
as VI good ness which he has vouchsafed to us, and
His
that
praying
blessings and His me/ciesmay
—otinue; and 1 do further recommend that the day
be made the special occasion for
Vws
deeds of kindness and charity to the suffering and
needy, so that all who dwell within the land may rejoice and be glad in this season of national th&nks-

privileges

daily

praise

appointed

In witnem whereof, l have hereunto set my hand
aud caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed. Done at the City of Washington this
2 Mi day of October, in tbe year of our Lord.
1882, and of the independence ot the United
States the one hundred and seventh.
Chester A. Arthur.
Seal.]

By

the Pieeideut:

Frederick T. Frelinghuysen,
Secretary of State.
■

At

Encouraging Parallels.
the moment of a great political defeat

it it difficult to realize that it U uot necessa

rily final.

To be sure political history in all
free countries is full of examples of marked
and rapid changes in public sentiment; but
the present situation so fills the eye as to obscure the historic perspective and to give, an
Impression of permanency to existing conditions. A very slight inspection of recent political events will correct this optical il’usion
aud show that there is no real ground for
despair of the future. The Hartford Evening Post has been over the figures of the elec>
tlons of 1874 which present a striking re-

semblance to those of 1882. The country at
that time, under pressure of various discontents, went largely Democratic, butieturned
to its right mind in 1876, as we expect it to
do la 1884.

ty.
In New Hampshire, in 1874, Weston,
Democrat, had a plurality of 1,460, and there
was a Democratic majority of 17 in the
Legislature. But New Hampshire gave 3,000
fer Hayes 1
In Connecticut Mr. Iugersoll, Democrat,
had carried the State in 1873 by a majority
•f 5,814, and In 1874 was re-elected by a majority ,of 6,782. Mr. Waller, Democrat, is
chosen Governor this year by a majority of
less than 3,000 in a total poll of nearly 120,000, or 40,000 mere votes than were cast in
1874. The Democrats had in 1874 a majority
of fifty-eight on joint ballot in the Legislature ; new the Republicans have both houses
by a majority of at least thirty.
New York, in 1874, gave Tilden for Goveruer over 50,000 majority, and though the
State went the same way by a less majority
in 1876, when Tilden was the Presidential
candidate, yet, as we all know, the situation
was exceptional by the misapprehension of
Tilden’s reforms and the weakness of the
Republican candidate.
Pennsylvania in 1874 gave Latta, Democratic candidate for Treasurer, a majority of
4,679 and elected a Legislature which had a
Democratic majority on joint ballot. But

Pennsylvania gave 18,060 for Hayes 1
New Jersey in 1874 elected Beadle, Democrat, for Governor, by a majority of 13,233,
and the Democrats had a majority of 17 in
the Legislature. New Jersey is no worse off
to-day, having just elected a majority of Ee*
publican Congressmen.
Ohio in 1874 gave Bell, Democratic candidate fer Secretary of State, 17,202 majority,
and the Legislature was Democratic by a majority of fifteen. But Ohio gave 7,000 for
Hayes 1
Indiana Democrats elected in 1874 Neff,
for Secretary of State, by a majority of 17,252, and had 16 majoiity in the Legislature.
They only claim 10,000 there to-day.
Colorado elected In 1874 PatCison, Democrat, delegate to Congress by a majority of
2,163, and the Legislature elected the Hayes
electoral ticket in 1876.
Nevada Democrats elected Bradley governor in 1874 by a majority of 2,685.
Nevada gave Hayes in 1876 a majority of 1,000!
Oregon elected Grover, Democrat, in 1874
by a majority of 3,181, and the Democrats
had a majority of 34 on joint balLt in the

Oregon gave Hayes 1,000

ma-

Wisconsin elected a Legislature in 1874,
which was Democratic by 16 majority on
joint ballot; but Wisconsin gave Hayes

7,000 majority!
Minnesota, usually strongly Republican,
dropped off in 1874, and the Republicans
had only 3 majority in the legislature on joint
ballot; but the State went 24,000 strong for
Hayes.
Michigan too was down in 1874. The Republicans elected a governor by a majority
of only 5,969 against 60,000 for Grant in
1872, and had a majority of ten only in the
Legislature, bnt Michigan gave Hayes 25,000
majority.
Kansas fell off in 1874 from 32,000 Republican majority to 13,000, but rallied in 1876
and gave Hayes 40,000!
This review is useful to show that the
Republican party is capable of surviving reverses as great as those of this
year. It is
of course necessary to take proper action for
the removal of the causes which have led
to the present disaster. In New York the
war of the stalwarts and half-breeds, and in
Pennsylvania the Cameron and anti-Cameron feuds may be soothed by the nomination
of a presidential candidate who belongs to
neither of the factions. In the Western
States the local causes which led this year
to Republican defeat will either be removed
or will be overlooked in the stress and intensity of a presidential election. When
the nation comes to face the danger of an
aceession of the Democrats to full power in
the government, minor differences and discontents will fade away in the presence of
greater responsibilities and perils. Let not
the hearts of Republicans fail them. There
is good hope in the future if we but use our
opportunities wisely, and the afflictions
which now seem grievous may work for edification and renewing of strength.
And this, said Sampson Brass to the Marchioness, is a world which is subject to lunar influences, has revolutions on Its axis,
and comas various games of that sort.

appear that it comes
In civil actions jurors

made

is

to

approached by pretended

friends of the

plaintiff when the defendant’s interests

are

really at heart, and vice versa.” The Tribune speaks as if jury fixing was a well understood and common practice in New York
as it was once in Philadelphia, before the
Times broke it up by its exposures.
Merchandise imports exceeded exports
for the first nine months of the current year
by $54,399,644; in the same months in 1881
exports were iu excess by $121,171,904, a
difference of more than $175,000,000. A
large part, nearly «ne-third, of this balance

wiped

was

were

imports
$96,600,000.

change

iu

specie
exports
in 1881 by $83,542,798, and
1882 by $13,102,851, or about

If this be included the

iu excess

the

the

by

out

movements.

in

This is due

to

the fact that in

the first nine months of 1881

we imported an
specie and in 1882
exported an excess of $41,206,793. The re
mainder of the balance against this country
will be pretty nearly all wiped out in the
course of the next three months by an import of gold and an export of grain. Largely as “luxuries” play their part in eur im"
ports, it must not be forgotten that a large
part of the increase in imports is due to a

excess

of

$37,629,106

in

demand for food.
American cottons, Consul General Denny, of Shanghai, reports, were iu fair demand in China

May,

during the last year until
since which time extreme dullness has

set in.

For the two years for which he gives
figures, 1879-80 and 1880-81, American sheet-

ings show nearly three times the sales of
English; iu drills American sales are onehalf, and in jeans from an eighth to a third.
As usual, inferior English drillings have
made their appearance in the market, packed
to imitate American, but the
consul-genera]
expresses the hope that the quality of American goods will be maintained as certain in
the end to win a profitable market. On the
other hand, Consul Goldsborough, at Amoy,
says, that in Southern China, when, the dims*
swarm, it is hopeless to attempt to
sen any but
“weighted” cottons.
It seems from the present experience of
New Orleans that under some circumstances
municipal insolvency has its inconveniences.
Usually a municipal debtor has the best of
the situation, and it is the creditor whose

position

is

which

but this rule is re-

embarrassing,

versed when

the creditor

supplies

the

is the

company
debtor with

municipal

That is what is the matter in New
Orleans. That impoverished city is unable
to pay its gas bill, and the company having
reached the conclusion that it had better

gas.

give
supply.

any more credit, has cut off the
In the carnival of crime which will

not

To begin with our own State: Maine, in
1874 gave a Republican majority less by
20,000 than it gave in 1872, but it went for
Hayes in 1876 by a majority of 16,000.
Massachusetts in 1874, elected
Gaston, Democrat Governor by a majority
of 7,03B,
and
then, as now, elected the rest of the Republican State ticket.
Two year* later it gave Hayes 40,000 majori-

Legislaturejority 1

it

from the other side.
are

By the President of the United
States of America.

WashIf the juror is accessible and
in the

as

open to bribery, once in the fixer's power,
he is told that it is the defense which he

bribery,
NATIONAL,

made- in the apparent and alleged
they do not propose to
They approach and feel a juror on

variably

interest of the side

follow under the friendly cover of the consequent darkness, the respectable citizens of
New Orleans are likely to determine without
delay that the gas bill must be paid at any
sacrifice.
•
_'

They do things in a very rongh and ready
manner out in the Lone Star State, and the
summary manner in which a defeated candidate for a judgeship avenged the opposition which had led to his rejection is quite
in the Texas style. The disappointed wouldbe judge selected a propitiatory victim in the
person of a young lawyer who had spoken
against his candidature, and he then and
there shot that young lawyer through the
body so that he died. It would seem from
this event that the murdered man was not
far wrong when he opposed his murderer’s
elevation to the bench. A gentleman who
is so

ready with his “shooting irons” can
hardly be possessed of the judicial mind so
necessary to the proper discharge of a judge’s
duties.
American domestic cottons in Asia Minor, Colonel Duncan, of Smyrna, says, are
hindered in their sale by inferior English im.
itations of the two brands most in demand,

“Cabot,” from Dwight’s Manufacturing
Company, and “Pagoda” drillings, from the
Lyman Mills. The English goods are narrower and thinner, hut the mark is followed
with trifling variations. American imports
into Smyrna, $006,528, were petroleum and
domestics in nearly equal portions; the imports to this country, $2,871,013, were $1,053,771 of opium, $392,285 wool, $44,516 figs
and $105,358 rugs, with other minor articles.
The anti-Semitic agitation has

now

portion of the population is reported. This
may safely be regarded as fresh testimony
to the superior intelligence, industry and
steady application

and business

sagasity,

action and a Bourbon Congress. That was
midway between Grant's first and second Administ atious. The parallel will hold, good
even as to Lincoln’s
Administration, for, had
not one -third of the Union been without representation in Congress in 1802, the Democratic
opposition would have unquestionably had a
majority in the House from 1808 to 1805. The
parallel might be pursued back to the very beginnings of party government in the Republic'
and would be found to run almost without a
break through the oistorie3 ot the Republican
and Democratic, the older Whig and Demo-

cratic, and the still older Republican and Fed.
eralist parties
The instances where an Administration has failed to fiud itself confronted
with a popular reaction at the midway point
between its commencement and its close are
as to serve
merely as exceptions in
proof of the rule. JNotning Happened yesterday save what has nearly alwajs happened at

so rare

the national elections following next after the
of a Presidential term. The ‘-outs”
have once more rallied and ma e a formidable
demonstration. The usual biennial swing of the
pendulum has taken place. The Republicans
being in power, its swing is away from them.
The law of political reartion, however, is not
more certainly proven by our past experience,
than the law of reaction against reaction.
When the pendulum has reached, in its course,
the extreme point of the arc, it returns to the
other side, and the more violent its forward
rush the more violent will be its backward impetus. The Democratic reactions of 1874 and
1878 respectively were as alarming to superficial reasouers at the time as that which has now
manifested itself. Nevertheless, it was a temporary reactiou only, not a permanent revolution. Republican Residents were elected in
1876 and 1880 respectively, and duly inaugurated, notwithstanding the Bourbon reactions
which, in each case, had shown such great
strength and force two years previously.
What has been will be. Tha Republican party has suffered a general repulse, all along the
line, but it is not annihilated. It is still the
ruling party of the country, and it will elect
the next President and control the Congress
that comes in with him, if only it studies the
lessons of this defeat, and wisely applies them
in shaping Its future course.
It will be found,
we believe, the more this catastrophe
is investigated that in every Northern State which
they yesterday lost the Republicans have acquiesced in and assisted tbeir own overthrow,
for a variety of reasons, good, bad and indifferIn this Stale, certainly, aud doubtless iu
ent.
the others, the Democrats have, in fact, gained
next to nothing except what has been yielded
to them by Republicans, either through general apathy, local disaffections, or personal antagonisms, all of which in the sobering shade
of opposition, and under the still more sober
iug infliction of a Democratic Congress, will
disappear and leave the Republican party,
purged aud clean, “clothed and in its rigbt
mind,” ready to resume its proper place in
1884 as tbe great constructive and progressive
p my of the country.

beginning

YOU

IF

BUY

APPLE S ON’S
Yon will not make
mistake.
So remarked one of the ripest scholars of
land and of New England.

a

they go, and in this way to arouse the
hostility of the shiftless and incompetent.
The alarming accounts of the progress
made in southern Egypt and Soudan by the
fanatical forces of the False Prophet seem
Mr. Gladstone’s

government

has not been able to get rid entirely of the
war by the short process which
had been expected. Of course the army

commanded by the Prophet may be and
is

exaggerated,

Office
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30 EXCHANGE ST.,
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Fair,

but the

trouble is

York Graphic: Horace Greeley
satu in
the days of the rebellion: “The
trouble with us—the people of the United
States—is that we want a-good licking*
and the Jrouble is that we can’f find any
one big enough to lick us.”
In speaking of
this afterward Mr. George William Curtis
added: “And so we had to go to work and
Vet.'

lick ourselves.” For Republicans this seems
to be one of the morals of Tuesday’s elec-

any train Nov.

14,

Regular Trains leave Portland
at 8.45

a. in.

1.00 and 3.30 p.

jIs. t.

tions.

Readers of the Advertiser will be surprised to learn from its columns that Mr.
English, Democratic candidate for the Vice
Presidency in 1880, was a candidate for Congress this year. The Advertiser should remember that there’s old Bill English and
young Bill English, old Bill English’ Son;
young Bill English will be Bill English when
old Bill English’ gone.
Postmaster General Howe will not
recommend any direct reduction in letter
postage, but he thinks the price of stamped
envelopes might he reduced to that of the
adhesive stamps, thus giving the envelopes
for nothing, or reducing the rate of postage
by a small fraction of a cent. The envelope
makers will scarcely be pleased with this

proposal.
The Dominion civil service has reached

interesting stage

in

its

development.

The first examination of candidates for govemploy, under the recent act of
Parliament, has begun at Montreal. Fifty
ernment

applicants

are

reported

selves to the test.
last a week.

as

submitting

The examination

them-

is to

d3t

novll

TOOK

AT

THIS!

ROBES,

At

fho loWOfif

Tam O’Shanter Hats for Children.

[Boston Traveller.]
Men are going about this morning saying,
“It is a revolution.” They Baid the same thing
in November, 1874. But it was not. Neither
is this. The philosophic student of our political history will recognize it, at once, as merely
the accustomed and usual swiDg of the pendubetween

two Ad-

345 middle Street.

Any regular physician desiring
country practice can (ind full particulars by applying to
P. 0. BOX, No. 115,
Milan, N. H.
noddtf

good

MORTIMER,.•.Manager,

Our Block

(‘otnpnuy

iu u Rauriug AfterAdmitmian 10, 13 and 33 eta.

piece,

Manufacturing

In a large, light
them to pics from.

room.

Hundreds of
Oci

in Fine Custom and

dealers

470 CONGRESS

ST.,

Ready Made Clothing,

*

$8.00,

$7.00,

$7.00,
$9.50,
$19.00, $13.00,
to $17.50.
OO.
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Buffalos,
LINED smd UK LIN fcD.

Buffalo

—
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STORE

Record
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HEADQU

Silk_and

Goods sent C. 0. D., with privilege to
examine.

MERRY,
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Portland, Me., Nov. G, 1882.

Messrs. Morris & Ireland,

Sign of

noil

Over Four
to a

eodtf

long, slim,

our

narrow

feet at 421 Congress street.

Every

word

Safe.

in the

and letter Just

as

perfect

as

when

WE

Very truly,y

Our Second

ISAAC EMERY,

We, the undersigned, gladly add our names to the
above statement.
ALBERT B. COLE,
|
STEPHEN W. CARLE, j
The Safe is on exhibition at Mr. Emery’s store,
nov'J
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SCARLET
PANTS.

I
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nov9

STREET
Upper t

253

ITIiddle

NO. I UNION

ELEGANT

dtf

H. M.

hi

Fitted

Grain,

We
week

going to make the present
a particularly lively oue in our
Hosiery and Underwear Departments.
The White—full regular matte—Underwear for gentlemen is the greatest bargain we Lave ever offered. A large Boston concern who bought part of the same
lot are selling them for$1.25 each. Our
price will be 75 cents for to-day.
are

William S. Lowell, Weed,

Cards.

Stationer.

Engravirf Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
(Uf

mob1

PIANO FORTES.
several

good manufacturer’s

other

make

For Sale and to Let.
—

PIANO

ALSO

COVERS

WM. P.
144

1-2

and

a

Specialty,

Exchange
AND

PORTLAND,

Lowest

Market

Street,

Wliari

PILES

*pl6dvl

SWEET CORN.

810 to

■

Soule’s Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best in the market, put up
expressly for family use. Address
v. ii. soiiLt;.
VVoodfords.
no7d3m

Buttonholes.
Flrst.cluss
“ole od2w*

made.
buiionlioles
MBS. 11. HILL,
27 Casco St.

money in Stocks sbeuld
established firm of

CO.,

$1,000.

A

and

feblSaodly

PARTICULAR NOTICE.

(gaid ffiu/ndel,
Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—
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—

American & Foreign (Patents,

No. 93
KJK

Exchange St, Portland, Me.

All business relating to Patents promptlv and

faithfully

jul*2tf

executed

portlaniTcadets
DRILL

AND

j

HALL.

COMPLIMENTARY TO THE

| Lowell
Mechanic Phalanx,
d3t
novlO_
PORTLAN D TH EATR E
Frank Curt's

Proprietor and Manager.

ONE

NIGHT,

Friday,

Nov

17

Will be presented

CAMBELL’S
THE

—

SLAVE.

Presented over 2000 times throughout the world.
The greatest Dramatic hit of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Us nal prices.
Sale of Seats commences Wed. Nov 15.
uov

11_

dtd

WALTZING!
•
“ «••*■» for in>t' action is*
IV LTZING nud the GERMAN ou HONDA* EVENING, Oct. .TO.
To m. for the tosm of. six lessons, Gentlemen 8 t.OO, Ladies, 4*.ISO. Re.pir Isll,
B. GILBERT.

oct30dtf_M.

FtNANCAL

8 PER CENT

Loans Guaranteed.
THE

NORTH

DAKOTA

LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY
OF

—

On and after MONDAY next. We sliail
forward Collars and Cnffs to be laundered at Troy, N. Y., on MONDAY instead
of TUESDAY, and our patrons will please
hand them in as early as possible on or
before MONDAY FORENOON. There are
several parties in tbis city who advertise
Troy Laundry, but no one In this city
send to Troy but ourselves. We are sole
agents in Portland for Roger’s Laundry
of Troy, N. Y.. which does the best work
lu the United States.

CAPITAL

Incorporated under

#100.000

Laws of Dakota, for L
Loans ou
purpose of Negotiating
Inpr....
Purina—The value of the lands will in all cases be
th ree times the amount loaned.—The Loans will be
secured bv Basil. nn*l First Morigntr*, bearing Eight per Cent interest. And in addition to
th 8 security the
Company will give their own
Guaranty of the payment of the Principal and Interest of all suah Loans by them negotiated.
Interest collected by tho Company and forwarded
by draft on New York to investor* free of charge.
the

OFFICERS.
E. P. WELI.S. President.
RODERICK ROSE. Vice Prest. and Atty.
GEO. O. THOMPSON, Secretary.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Treasurer.
DIRECTORS.
Hon. E. P. WELLS. President Ja ues River Nat.auoal Bank, Jamestown, Dakota.
Hon. SAMUEL MERRILL, President Iowa Trust
and Loan Company, Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. L, D. M. SWEAT, Ex Membt r of Congress,
Portland, Maine.
Hon. JOHN D. BENTON, Vice President First
National Bank, Fargo, Dakota.
W. W. DUDLEY, Jamestown, Dakota.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Jamestown, Dakota.
RODERICK ROSE, Jamestown, Dakota.
For further information, apply to the Company, a

Jamestown, Dakota, or
L. D. in. SWEAT, Esq.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
octl

P_

eod2m

BONDS.
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
«s
Cincinnati,
-.5l

Cincinnati,
6s
Cook County.-.7!

Evansyille Ind.,.7,

EDWARD 0 PONTON,
BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW-

Linen Collars and Cuffs Laundered
for Two Cents Each.

Chicago,.7S

NOTARY PlJBIill- Ac.,

CHiRLES CUSTI8 & CO.,
493
Street.

-FOE SALE BT-

Belleville,

Ontario,

Canada.

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7dGm

Congress

of

yw0$-«*£*.*-v*

km
©It*
^

®

.t-.nuL

vbi.-i:

»L.

0£U
^
WHE4T

paid to invstors* amounting to
several times t .« original invest*
went, td id leaving; the original in*

ab-

VCIl

STOCKS
WV1

till If

)

vestment mu kin,op; loney or pay*
*u>i« n il< um.'I'I. Explanatory cir*
culi < nuit statements >f fund W
Hi'u
^vV
sponsible
!•-’'*
s- w‘u» wid r port on crops
a!::!
-trodbee the plan. Liberal
'■

■•-1

5*‘v><*
o >n
1

...

A

■;!
<u‘ia

i.tl.

ilid

/r

Pm.
£t-o »o,

•»>

Kimball’s Plant

Compound.

By using this Compouud, plants bloom freely
through the winter. For sale at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
BY

Kendall &
oct28

GUNS !

JL<hyf«d

<v. '"•

A

good assortment of

AMERICAN and ENGLISH BREECH-LOADERS
?; at Lowest Prices.

Mole A gent for

Parker’s New
Agent

....

SWAN &

BARRETT,

for

221
octl6

DOPOltT’tt

Sporttn* and Blasting
Fuse ana Caps.

Middle

Street,

X,.

dim

JERSEY MILK.
E’AMILIES supplied with good Jersey Milk esery
r morning, Sundays included.
Eitla milk
furnished when
__a,2,

W*

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
Uliddle

“Trap Guns.”

Opposite the FALMOUTH HOTEL)

Q-.

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

moh7_eodtf

218

Powder, Atlas Powder,

desired.

Whitney.
dim

Maiue Central R. R. Consol.
7,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

tw*

■

<**

a bos
•U-.si.-;:.j .o
moiier
•»
'••!:»;
slum
v«scmcntl
,tl
:«tul Stock
{'ft-.;si
scr
sf>ooi?iali;) m, ca.i t!o so by oper*
etitw oM cm \ i. «s. l‘,\ m May 1st,
^iSi-ii, to the pres 'i»t * ate on inv bfcmeiits i‘f + UU‘t>r,v vl IKK),cash
PT'hts I’uvi !; en riiah'od uhd

t\.

application.

auglOeodBtn

Jfol

91AINE.

receive** by Telephone

eodt

BANKER* AND STOCK BROKBR8,
No. 14 Wall Ktreet, New
York,
who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ot

BERKY,

Herbert G.

St.

L’ae of the Knife.

ou

at

322 Commercial

Orders

Jfllce hours—12 to 4 o’olook 1' M. (except Sun-

'ays.)

^rice*.

STOOLS.

HASTINGS’,

given. Pamphlets sent

Domestic Coals

Brown’s

WILLIAM READ, (M. I)., Harvard 1842.) and
tOBERT M. READ, (M. I)., Harvard 1878) 41
.auter.el Mreet, R«lm. give special attention
0the treatment of FIMTUI.A, ril,.s. AIVI>
(El. OlSEAdKS OF THE K»CTUU,
f.thout detention from business. Abundant references

COAL.

Eveningttckets, with reserved seats, 50 cts. For
sale at St ckbridge’s Music Store.
nolOdtd

Broadway.

JOHN A. DODGE &

So. 37 Plum Straafc.

CARD PLATE ENfiRAVEB
(AND

953

TROY LAUNDRY
STEPHEN

Visiting

HALL,

JAMESTOWN, DAKOTA.

STOCKSPECULATION

dtf

wnolesala and Retail Dealer in

Also

AM> o-

Li

Co.,

Ig^r^kotel.

Parties wishing to make
communicate with tbe old

Salle St

—

“Across Our Continent; from the
Golden
Oate to Boston Harbor.”

eodly

mayO_

CO.,

122 La

)

cttv

BkAicUES.

Prov;sions,

L

CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Hallett, Davis & Co.’s

N Y
Me

|lmhRatn.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

C. E. JOSE & CO.

tND

CITY

Private wire to Chicago.

1cade.

Futures bought and sola on Chicago Market on
Margins. Corn.-p^dence iuvited.
mar3dtl

Wedding

—AT

Me.

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 f v cent, allowed on all
daily balances. Members
of S. Y. Stock Exchange and the
Chicago Board of

W. JORHAN,

Portland,

Seeds,

Sale Wbolonale and Retail.

oelO

>

—

Clews &

Henry

137 Commercial Hi., Portion.! Hie.

| English Duplex, Oxford
V and Harvard Burners.
'■iir

HOSIERY
WEEK.

A.

Exchange Street, Portland,

-OF

<l3m

Commi««iou

complete with tbo

Illustrated Lectures

BANKING HOUSE

Exchange St. Portland.

FRENCH,

Deposit Co., GALLEY

mar30_

WHARF,

S. ILLARMINLE &

Surrcguemines
Matsunia, Kioto, &c.

HARRY W.

Famous Play.

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.
Special depos ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Tree..,

FESSENDEN,

LARMINIE,
Chicago.

S. H.

Japanese,

GUPPY, KINSMAN & AUDEN’S Drug Store in any
way you want them as they
have them put up expressly tor box trade.

*

Directors. John Muasey, Francis K. Swan.
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby
McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowbegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joeeph Dane, Keunebunk.

office at

oct31_

Limoges,
Longwy,

buy CIGARS at

TT&Stf

Jacob

TITLES EXAHIIHED.

can

nol3d3t*es

TUESDAY, DEC. 5th.

Chartered ia IS?J by (he Lcgi.lalure of
Maine for the (SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES ia it. FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCY
51 1-2

With iteautfal Pottery
Centre*.

and

largest

orner.

Portland Safe

Corns r «f Commercial Nt.ert,
nov8
dlw
(LOWER FliOOB.)

dtf

Street.

an

loth.

Ladies and F&ries

b._

—

Y

1

re-opened

November

sale

FINANCIAL.

to

has

nolSdtf

C. A. R. HALL.

BARTLEY

Street.

nov9

evening of drill.

on

Wednesday Evening-,

onr stock

CORNER OF

BUSINESS CARDS.

ISAAC

STUDLEY,

Hall

m

rO-DAY Thursday Evening, Nov. 16,
Sale of

GEORGE A.TAY & CO.
BROWN,

499

and at

eodtf

#

before purchasing elsewhereWe make a specialty of Underwear, and have one of the
Best Stocks in Portland.
We shall make Special Low Prices during the week.

<o

no9

Top Button. Boy*’

Persons in need of the above goods, will do well to examine

dot

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 21,
p
In Aid Free Street Orphan Asylum
Tickets—Gen»s, 50 cents. Ladies 25 cents. To be
had at McGowan’s Book Store on Congress street

When you visit Portland, take your feet to 421
street and have them properly fitted.

Special

FOGG, Att’y

middle

Cloth

LADIES’, GENTS’ & CHILDREN’S
UNDERWEAR.

ours.

CITY

Congress

OFEJXST

We have just closed
REMOVAL.
out a small lot of LaSALE.
dies’ Scarlet Pants of J. H.
at Law
a
Has removed to
very fine quality
We have a large lot of that we shall offer at 85
EXCHANGE
ST.,
Corsets on hand, and wish the low price of §1.25
orei the Portland Savings Bank.
noil
dim
to close out several odd usual
price of this
lots, so have marked them quality is §2. They GEO. P. WESSELHOEFT M. D.
down to the low price of are the finest
Hoinoeopatliist.
quality
37 cents, and this price made.
Comer Green Street,
Congress
Call and see
VP ONK WIGHT.
will please all that are them.
III A. HI !f
3 P. HI.
Hour,, 8
Generally at home in the evening.
looking for a good bargain
Nov. 1st, 1882.
nov2d2w*
in Corsets.

253

Top Congress. Boys’
Stylish (foods a Specialty.

Cloth

'_

no4_

My Bookkeeper tn his hnrry to close the Safe put
book between tue inside and outside doors and to
my great surprise I tound it uninj ured.
Lock opened on combination p nd b .its work well.
I have great confidence in y.u r work and have
ordered through
yoor agent, J F. Fisk another
Safe, larger siie. Would have do other maker.
Vou are at liberty to show this letter, and
anything I can do to help you I will gladly do.

Will be given at

For

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

put

Promenade Concert

TICKETS 15 and 25 cts.
at Mrs. Ulmer’s, R B. Swift’s, Stockbridge's and at the door. Doors open at 7 begin at

BOYS’

Papers, Books, Cash, Postage Stamps, and other
a large amount, I am
pleased to say I

as good as new.

—

complementary to Mrs

LADIE

Hours, aud Subjected
Very Severe Test.

AND

—

An opera in three parts,
Anna X. Day. Chora* of Young
in costume.

va’uables to
found

CORSET

STUDLEY,

Balmorals,

Gents’
Gents'
and
Button.
Congress
Sewed, Moroco Legs.

Gents’ Double Sole, Hand
Gents’ Double Sole, Custom Made, Weseott Calf,
Pegged Boots. Sizes t> to 12, from the narrowest to
the widest
Large Size9 a speciality. Cheap anu
medium goods at prices that defy competition.

fine N. Y. boots a specialty. Woodmansee & Garside’s Fine Ladies’
Boots, on Congress street.
Boyd’s Fine New York Boots in French Kid, Oil
Goat, and Cloth top, Button.

mV.

the Cold Hot.

Hand Sewed Calf

WANTED!

Gentlemen This is to certify that I had one of
your No. 31 Safes (old style) in my office, second
floor. The Safe was in the fire from 8 a. m. until
10 a. m when it fell to the lower floor on a bed of
coals and covered by burning timbers until 12 m.,
noon, when I succeeded in getting it out.
My Safe was in the hottest part of the fire for

Hatter,

MID 133^152

Cloth Top Balmoral Congress and Button.
fine, stylish, Jersey Congress for dress.

winter boots in oil goat and Pebble goat.widths AA,
A.B.C & D Size and lialf-fize. $2 00, $2.60,
$3.00, $3.26, $3.76 $4.50 and $5 00. Please call
and examine before
elsewhere. Good stylish
goods at prices that defy competition,

a

Stiff fiat

GENTLEMENS’

buying

can

Celeiirated

RS

R

LADIES’

SAFES.

$1.75,

EVENINGS

open

for narrow goods. Tako your long, slim, narrow
feet to sign of Gold Boot and have them perfectly
fitted.

Horse Blankets*

OURFUR
TRIMMINGS
ARE RIGHT.

3.30.

Porl'.ai’ifl Montgomery Guards.

—

MORRIS & IRELAND

Coats,

SATURDAY at

GRIND EXHIBITION DRILL

$8.50,
$11.00.
$15.00,

$144.00,
$14.00,

MATINEE

Admission to all parts of the house 10c.
Front
seats re erved for ladies. Amateur Night Friday.
eodtf

novl4_

PORTLAND.

-

JAPANESE WOLF

(lured without the
a

dtf

NEW ARTISTS THIS WEES.

VISTULA

NOTICE.

by Chandler.

Alunic

LYCEUM THEATRE.

eodtf

oct28

the benefit of the Relief Fund.

City Hall, Thanksgiving Afternoon and Evening.

FRED

Robes cheaper than any
other dealer. Call ana see.
Gloves in Plymouth Rack. Oil
Tan Castor Kid. The best bargain ever offered.

baud and will he so'd low.
Scot.-h Caps at prices lower than

a

Tickets sold THURSDAY morning, Nov. 18th, at
novl4dtf

Carriage

Beaver, Otter, Walrus, Seal
Gauntlets cheap.
Fur Trimmings almost given
Latest styles always on
away.

snccsss

Stockbridge’s Music Stock.

Horse Blankets

E. N. PERRY,

In the Latest Celebrated Case.

half-way point

furber,
Gen. Supt.

TiG8DAV~ETEimo,

The great Paris, London and New York

-

AT—

The Facta

lum, at the

S. H. STEF ESS,
Gen. Agt.

in.

version.

for

15 and 16.

Special Express Train will leave
Portland, Tuesday, Nov. 14 at
7.00 a. m.
lieturning leave Boston at 7.00 p. m.

First time in Portland of the Sarah Bernhardt

novl4

You

Tickets good to go on any train
Tuesday Nov. 14, and to return on

Company.

Band Concert and Ball,
AtCITY HALL, Jan. 15th,

Tuesday, November 14.

$2.30.

Excellent

will give

TRUSS,

MM to Boston k Return

LIN6ARD,

DUNNING

As presented b the fcingards upwards of 2000
nights. Usual Prices. Sale of Seats commences
Friday, November 10.
not<dtd

BOSTON

increase all

the time, while
those opposed to him will rapidly melt away.

an

be found at our commodious Mew
Our stock is lar^c, varied,
and manufactured under oub* ow n personal supervision, presents .o tlie purchaser an attractive line of

J. E. MILLER,
D. APPLETON & CO.

ALICE

Rarely excelled, may

DUNLAP & CD’S

for

auager.

The Beautiful and Accomplished
■■■

Store in Market Square.

Special Agent lor

Agencies

v

UIONDAY^EVENlfl©,

Our Fine Soft Hat.

Supt.

and

TWO NIGHTS,
Monday A 'I ursitaj, Nov. • 3 Sc 14,

Supported by their

Our Celebrated Stiff Isat.

State

Proprietor

..

Win. Horace Lingard

IF Y»U BUY THE
Fin© JE3£,etts,
^11

of

y**

KvbCUKTIS

PRI Finely Made Up Clothing,
C-A-IVI-i-L-L-E
CES
Business Suits, $8.00 to $25.00 PINK DOMINOS
OF Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s Dress Suits,
17.00 to 30.00
ROB Gentlemen’s Pantaloons,
2.00 to
7.00
5.00 to 38.00
Overcoats,
ES Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s Ulsters,
-10.00 to 20,00 PATIENCE
A Gentlemen’s Ulsterettes,
6.00 to 25.00
FINE ALLEN & COMPANY,
LOT

suit you to a pair of FALL
GLOVES. $ 1500.00 to sell ct from.

But before purchasing, it will pay you to examine our stock and get our prices.
Hundreds of people in Maine and other N. E.
States have subscriced for the Britannica under the
misapprehension that it was a practical cyclopaedia
of general reference for popular use.
We have been often solicited by these people to
furnish them with Appleton’s Cyclopaedia in exchange. This we have done in numerous instances,
and upon such terms that we can furnish the Britannica at a large discount from retail price.
Every opportunity will be afforded any who wish
to make a careful examination and comparison of
the American Cyclopaedia with the Britannica, and
other similar works, and all persons desiring practical information in regard to the choice of Cyclopaedias are invited to call upon, or address,

c'

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

And the Inimitable Commedian

We

Egyptian

probably

■ ■■

Port-

You will have a valuable work.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

AN EXHIBITION

80c., 9«c.. $1.25, $1*50,
$2.00 and Upwards.

the

ever

that his forces

miscellaneous.

a

Thanks to their

race.

Jews manage to accumulate property wher-

to show that

In 1878 wo had a Demccrat'e
Bourdon Congress. That was
midway between Hayes and Garfield. In 1874
we had a Democratic reaction, and a Bourbon
Congress. That was midway between Grant
«ud Hayes. Xu 1870 we had a Democratic rereaction and

spread

to Vienna, where the occurrence of riotous
demonstrations directed against the Jewish

thrift ot the Hebrew

ministrations.

Address

SOCLE, Woodford’s.

dtf

JSSPT*

Bonds and

mo?t fa“abUmelire0t

*

Street.

good local

securltls.
comml8*'0’'

Highest Prices Paid for
on Europe.
Exchange
in2u
ecdtf

NUT1EB. KIMBALL & CO.,
have removed their office to

418

Fore

Street.

Portland Rolling Mills office, between f.w „»
.{change and Plum §ta. wh.re »4»
to sm tb.lr old customers or
any «ne .if.
wishes to purchase or ..11 coo,
.tock
n°TlO
dU

over

wJJS.S2Jt

.?age

—

P RESS.

T~F]

TUESDAY MORJflNW, HOVEMBER 14.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuell &a.0 T.., Andrews Arm
Cle.eland, Robstrung, Weni nrth, Kodsdon,
ert Ous el o. Forest City News stand, Jewett.
Bose. Hitehiugs & McFarland, WatBon, Stinson,
Busto. & Maine wepot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city,
o Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, L F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.

who visited the institution in company
with Gov. Plaisted, upon whose charges the in- 1

vestieation
was

up in the dining room apart
from the rest.
The Governor approached
them and inquired as to the reason; he did not
hear the conversation, bat afterwards learned
that it was for panishmeut, and that the boys
so standing had nothing but bread and water.
The Governor seemed to make a pretty thorough examination. He talked with several of
the boys. Witness did not hear the conversation. Col. Merrill went into the sick room
with the Governor and others and remained a
brief period. He saw the sick boy and felt

TO-DAY

Motimer.

For Sale—Farm.

Hosiery—Owen. Moore ft Co.
Notice—M. C. M. Association.
W anted—Partner.
Special Inducements—A. B. Butler-

Hosiery ft Uuderwear—Eastman Bros.ft Bancroft.
S wayne’s Ointment.

felt pretty badly to see the little fellow lytog
there all alone and locked in. He left the
room shortly after by reason of its oppressive
heat. Witness recollected that he talked with
a number of the boys in the meditation room.
One boy attracted his attentirn because of his
diminutive size. The boy was there for stealing some old junk. Witness thought the dmidg room was not credita.de to any institution.
Tne boys came in and threw their bats noon
the floor instead of having a place to hang
them.
Mr. Donahue, Secretary of the Board of
Trustees, desired to correct his statement that
Col. Merrill did not enter the sick room at the
time of the Governor’s visit. He did not observe him.
iu c/ommissioner

boys

were

Date Blocks lor all brick buildings. J. W.
Stockwell, Tel. No. 424, has furnished several.
The Williston church has one in the northern
face of the tower.
See “Bird’ adv’t ; got Holden’s Bird Book!
He has extra
food, care, diseases, breeding.
oct23-d&w2mos
singers.
Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Monday.—Joseph M. Tolford v. Ira P. Farring.
ton. Action or assumpsit to recover the sum of
thirty-lire dollars for a suit of clothes.
The defendant ordered a coat and vest of plaintiff at an agreed price of $27, aud subsequently a
not fit in that it

was

He claimed that the coat did
tight under the arnu and

too

shoulders, and that the skirts were not as
long as he ordered. Th plaintiff claimed that the
contract for the suit was au entirety at an
agreed price of $35; that the coat was a good fit
across the

The coat
was roomy enough iu the arm sizes.
tried on betore the jury and they examined the
fit of it. The defendant admitted his liability for
th" pants, and said he had offered to pay for them.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for
$8.33.
Ridlon for deft.
Meaher for plff.
and

was

Brief Jottings.

Rainy and foggy yesterday.
suurise, 43° at noon, and 44°

Mercury 45°
at

at

sunset; wind

east.

The High School will give an assembly at
Grand Army Hall this evening.
Tiie first monthly meeting of the Congregational Club this season took place last night at
Grand Armv Hall. The topic assigned by the
executive committee for discussion was “Ecclesiastical councils aud candidates for settlement as pastors.” The subject was fully discussed.
The Central Club cf Bangor was addressed
last night by Rev. Dr. Hill of tbis city.
An electric light was put up on Custom
House wharf yesterday afternoon.
The directors of the Ogdensburg, with their
ladies, will make an examination of the extension of the road, leaving for Montreal and Ot
tawa

this

morning. They

will return Friday

night.
The quarterly meeting of the visiting departof the Women's Christian Association
will be held at 2G Spring street on Wednesday,
Nov. 15th, at 3 p. m. All who feel interested
to hear of the good work which Rev. Mr. Wilson is doing iu connection with this atscciatiop
ment

are invited to

oe

He saw

boys standing

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Gentlemen’s Neckties.—Owen, Mooie & Co.
Old Rails f >r Sale—Grand Trunk Railway.
For Sale—House.
Drain Pipe—1 W. Promenade.
Great Mark Down—Samuel Thurston.
Napkins—Owen, Moore ft Co.

pair of pants for $8.

being duly

the time of bis visit to the school.

at

ENTERTAISMENTS.

Lyceum Theatre—Fred
City Hall—Patience.

Merrill

Col.

rests.

by Commissioner Fox, testified that he
present by invitatton with Gov. Plaisted

sworn

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

NO NEW EVIDENCE OF IMPORTANCE

Merrill,

So. Paris A. M. Gerry.
fQThomastou, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robe
HWaldoboro. G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

NSW

missiou.

held their eleventh and final public session
yesterday afternoon at the cilice of Commissioner Haskell.
The princioal wit-ess was Col. Cbailes B,

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
QSabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick ft Co.,
.':~Springvale, C. H. Pierce.

present.

S. Winslow & C», on Market Square, display a fat bear, killed by George W. Meservo,
of Jackson.
who was struck in the
head by a stone said to have been flung by
Chester Matthews at Woodford’s, is said to be
in a critical condition.
A grand ball will be given by Cumberland
Engine Co. 3, at G. A. R. Hall, Thanksgiving

George Hodgdon,

fox—JNoticea that there
standing in the room other than
with faces to the wall, and that

those standing
the Governor conversed with them.
To Mr. Farrington—The wituess did not remember of saying anything to him (Farrington) a week or two afterwards.
Superintendent Farrington then made a
statement to the effect that when he weugt to
tbe school in 1880 he found it the |ifactt«e to
Bland the boys up and deprive ijiern of tbeir
food for disorderly conduct a* the table. He
very soon after told the officers that the boys
must not be deprived of tbeir food, but it
their conduct was such that it seemed necessary they must be given all the bread and
water they w.nted.
To overcome this trouble
the class lu “meditation" was devised, a discipline with which all tbe commissioners were
lamiliar. It wus at the suggestion of Dr.
Thompson, medical adviser of the school, that
all punishment whereby boys might be deprive! of their ford was done away with. The
class in “» edilalion” did well, but in some
severe cases it was necessary to resort to punishing by the ferrule. Boys who had been idle
in the workshops and had refused to do their
stints bad beqp locked up in the ceils. These
boys had been furnished with food precisely
the same as the other boys. If they did not
do their stints in the two hours allotted they
remained there all night, but are released to go
down with the other boys in the morniug.
There was oneboy (Galley) who was kept there
a week for habitual and
persistent idleness.
Mr. Farrington submitted blanks that were
furnished to the office.s of tbe school to show
tba> the punishment book was not an exact
record to go by. These blanks shown tbe offensive conduct of the boy and the means that
have been employed to restrain bim before pun
isbment was resorted to.
To Secretary Donahue—Mr. Farrington did
not remember that tbe attention of tbe trustees was called especially to the cayenne pepper and such punishment.
Witness did recollect of coming into tbe
room and being asked by Dr. Thompson if he
had administered pepper and replied in the

affirmative.

Mr. Donahue stated that Mr. Wentworth
bad also appeared at tbe time and admitted
that he had administered “soap Bads."
Mr. Donahue said that he was informed by a
discharged inmate, and in reply to Mr. Farrington gave tbe name of Patrick Collins, that
when they could not m.ike a boy cry by punishment with the ferrule they applied the red
pepper.
Mr. Donahue remembered that Mr. Farrington told Dr. Thompson that the pepper punishment should cease.
To Commissioner Haskell—Mr. Farrington
could not give the exact size of the cells where
the boys were confined,but thonght them about
3 1-2 feet wide and from 7 to 8 feet in length.
This session probably closes tbe public labors of the commission. They have no authority in the matter but must report to the Governor and Council.
The evidence taken is
quite voluminous and in printed form would
make a pamphlet of some 350 pages of a book
of the size of the Maine law reports.
Ex-Mayor Stevens and the Great Fire.
The sudden death of Hou. A. E. Stevens,
who was major of this city in 1866, the year
remarkable for the great fire, and the events
connected with it, when the cares and responsibilities of that office were enough to wear out
the brain of any ordinary maD, brings to my
recollections the many varied reminiscenses of

eve.

period, and my official connection with
him allows me to testify as to the manner in
which as the official head of the city he sustained himself in performing with a conscien-

Every admirer of the wonders of American
scenery should attend Mr.'French’s lecture,
“Across our Continent; from the Golden Gate
to Boston Harbor,” which is to be given next
TbuisJay evening at City Hall. We advise

tious faithfulness and an honest uprightness
and integrity the duties that devolved upon
him during that trying time.
Before the flames had ceased on the morning
of the 5th of July a gathering of the City

those intending to go to procure their tickets
and seats at once, as indications are that there
will bo ft packed bouse
Tbe surveyors ou the Duluth and Winnipeg

Lines are cross-sectioning at a point eighteen
miles from Dulnth. The road is to. oxtend 300
miles north from Dulnth to the Manitoba
boundary line. Graders are at work about
eight miles from Duluth. The country is

rocky and woody, notwithstanding which the
coat is expected to be only 820,000 per mile.
Work was first begun last winter, Eastern
capitalists are said to b > backing the enterprise. The friends of the road say it will surely he constructed.
The usual Gospel temperance meeting will
be held at tbe Mission this evening a' 7 1-2
o’clock.
m.
All

Also the consecration service at 3 p.
re invited.
Personal.

Messrs. W. H. Deuoett, Ira and will Stockbridge and W. H. Fessenden, the well known
tenor, left yesterday on their annual visit to
New York.
The late Mr Steveus was a member of the
Citizen’s relief; be also had a life policy for
$10,000 iu the New York Life and, it is reported, $10,000 in the New England Life.
Mr. Sumner D. Webber, so many years mate
of tbe U. S. light house steamer Myrtle, Capt.
Foster, is to shortly assume a similar position
Franconia of tbe Maine Steamon board the

ship Company’s line.
A private letter from Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, U. S. Minister to Spain, dated Paiis, Oct.
26tb, states that be and his wife are to sail
from Liverpool on the steamer Siberia Nov.

where they will probably
25th for New Yor
arrive daring the first week of December.
S. J. Bestor and H. T. Sperry of Hartford
are making a 6liort visit to Portland, gutsts of
C. M. Gore, Esq. It is hinted that they are
interested in the Hartford effort to buy out the
Portland syndicate wbieb is interested in the

Connecticut State House.
The many friends of Mr. James F. Hawkes
of the firm of Shaw, Son & Hawkes, will hear
with regret of his great loss in the person of
his mother who died at Windham yesterday.
Frank Pray, Esq., Superintendent of Public

Buildings,

is

better.

Clerk Robinson was brighter yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lingard and Mr. St. Maur are
stopping at the Falmouth.
Prof. Young of tbe directors of the Maine
tral appears to have been hurt worse than
any of the others in the late accident at Lincoln and it is feared will have a stiff knee for

City

C*

life.
The Boston Journal says: “Mr. Reed should
have been Speaker,” says the Lowell Courier;
and so he most likely could have been but for
the

Camerou-Robesou-Pagecombination,which

found iu Mr. Keifer a man who could be used.
But for the meddling of the Cameron olique
either Mr. Reed or Mr. Katson wonld have
been Speaker, and some things would have
been different.”
Maine Republicans did their utmost to help
in the late contest. Senator Frye made a
number of very effective speeches and was
towns.
Representacalled f jI by a hundred
excellent speeches.
tive Reed made a half-dozen
A. Hall gave the State Committee
Cen
of his service, which was
more 'ban two weeks
United States District Ateffective.
came
Lunt and Orville D. Baser, Esq
called and did good
later, but came as soon as
Bervice.—Boston Journal.
The late Mr. Hatch,whose death is annouced
lieutenant in the old Porta
us

that

Conncil

elsewhere,
land Artillery

was

at the time of the Madawaska
War. He was one of the officers detailed for
service but his services were not-required.

was

had

at

Mechanics’ Hall.

The

building was nearly filled with merchandise
and goods saved from the fire. Acorn3r of
one

of the

rooms

was

cleared

op

for

the

mayor’s office, and, for the first twenty-four
hours, he was almost completely overwhelmed
the business that concentrated thereMayor Stevens was, however, equal to all the
emergencies, and with the aid of clerical assistance able to dispose of all matters and get
with

the

wheels of the city government again in

operation.
Tba large

correspondence

which at

once

the receipt of telegrams giving expressions of
in the great calamity, and also the

sympathy

contributions by checks, &c., for the relief of
the sufferers by the fire, were very interesting
incidents of that time,
and
showed how
deeply the feelings of other communities
had been moved at the destruction of so large
a portion of onr beant’ful city.
Although this coriespondence, list of contributors, amounts seut, &c., were iu charge of
the clerical assistants in the office, it became
necessary for Mayor Stevens to bestow to it his
care and attention consistent with other arduous duties which devolved upon him.
The correspondence and records connected
with tlie fire of 1866 are very important as connected with the history of our city, and it is to
be regretted that succeeding city governments
have not deemed it expedient to take proper
care oi

toe same.

At tbe time of the fire and subsequently a
year or more afterwards, when the correspondence had been closed, it was supposed teat alt
matters oounected with that event would at
sometime be published in a printed form; and
therefore only temporary provision was made
for the care of these records. They have continned thus to tbe present time. In a conversation had with the late ex-mayor a few months
since he expressed a regret that the city had
not made provision for the protection of these
matters, and he at that time made some efforts
to have it attended to. It is a neglect on vhe
part of the city that these papers and records
connected with the hiBtory of the groat fire are
not properly copied, indexed, &c
The contributors who sent over 8600,000 to the aid of
our citizens certainly deserve to have their
names and their contributions perpetuated in
some dnrabie record, so that future generations
may know the names of our benefactors.
As a tribute to the memory of the late exmayor this should bo doue before all records
and recollections of those events are entirely
J. T- H.
forgotten.
Frederick Hatch.
Frederick Hatch of Cape Elizabeth died at
his residence, Point Village, Sunday afterafter an illness of about two weeks.
He
moved from the Cape to Portland wliep
young, married and settled in this city where
for many years he carried on the shipsmi thing
business successfully.
He retired some ten or
fifteen years ago, and returned to Cape Elizanoon

beth, taking up his residence on the hill near
Point Village schoolhouse, where he resided to
He waB universally rethe timo of his^fealh.
spected by all who knew him. He had been
selectman of Cape Elizabeth, and was one of
tbe managers engaged in the North Church
Cemetery improvements, had also been a
member of the Common Council in Portland,
an active member of the Mechanic Association, one of the original members of Maine
Lodge of Odd Fellows, and a member of the
Aged Brotherhood.
The
been

The committee appointed by the Board of
Trade last Saturday to confer with the ’longshoremen about the matter of wages to be demanded for work on the foreign steamer) during the coming season made the following report yesterday:
To the. Officers and Members of the

Board of

Trade:
The undersigned of the committee appointed by the Board of Trade to c infer with the
’longshoremen of Portland, regarding their
employment by the foreign lines of steamers
coming to this port the ensuing season, beg
leave to report: that we met a large body of
’longshoremen at the rooms of their Union
Captaiu
Saturday evening, the 11th iust

Covle

not

was

able to

attend

on

account

of

prior engagements.

Their siue of the question at is3ue wus ably
and fully presented by various speakers. They
represent that the prises asked by them for
their labor are no more than the merchants
and shipowners ,of Portland are and have
been paying for some time for their services
on their vessels on work comparatively light to
that on the steamers; that the merchants and
shipowners of Portland have found no fault
w.th their prices, a id they do not see the
consistency or propriety of working Jon foreign
steamers for less than they are freely paid on
sailing vessels belonging to our own citizens.
They say that the work on the steamers is not
continuous. Oftentimes there is no steamer
here and when here their work ou them is

subject

frequent interruptions by hauling

to

to and from the elevator to other wharves and
from delay in the arrival or departure of cars,
when loaded or discharged, &c., their pay
being stopped by these interruptions until the
vessel is again ready for them to resume
work. At night in the coldest winter weather
they have to wait about the wharves without
any shelter, uncertain whether they will have
any work or not and at times, after waiting for
hours, go home without having earned a cent.
On Sunday night*, if wanted, they are called
out of their beds to work at 12 o'clock.
They
estimate
that about one-third of the labor of loading and discharging is performed at
night. The prices asked for their labor, viz:
30 cents per hour for day labor and 35 cents per
hour for night labor is live cents per hour less
than is paid by other steamers at Boston for
the same kind of work. Oa the Allan Line,
they state, not more than eleven Portland men
were employed the past season
and the average wages earned by them did not exceed seven dollars per week.
On the other line there
were more Portland men employed and more
wages were earned on account of their bringing more cargo here, the Allan Line usually
uisuoarging part of their cargoes at Halifax.
The point raV-d about u—' «*■■' '->**• is
met by them by a^seMicg tha. ,ue tabor in all
its parts is equally hard and fatiguing, that the
wheeling of trucks or carrying of sacks on the
back is as hard work as that of stowing cargo
in me uoiu.

They admit that the imDOrtation of foreign
labor might to a certain extent be detrimental
to them bnt only to a email extent, but
they
cannot on that account accept what they consider inadequate compensation for their labor.
The labor of ’longshoremen at Montreal is of
course totally suspended during the winter
6easoD, and perhaps they are obliged to accept
whatever the steamship companies choose to
pay them here or earn nothing, but our ’longshoremen consider it unjust iu the extreme to
regulate tneir pay by the necessities of men
The pay
living iu an ice-bonnd, inland city.
of the employes in the Grand Trunk sheds
was quoted as
To this
teiDg less than theirs.
they reply that the employes of the Grand
Trunk have steady work and extra pay for
overtime, besides, their work was not carried
on with that rush that was expected of them
when loading or discharging steamers.
After fully discussing the question and taking into consideration the high price of rents
and all the necessaries of life, is justice to
themselves and their families they could not
consent to take leas pay for their labor than
they had demanded and the 'longshoremen’s
society unanimously vo'ed to adhere to their
former decision of demanding 30 cents per
hour for day work and 35 cents per hour for
J. S. Wnstow,
night work.
Ws. Leavitt.
Nov.
Portland,
13, 1882.
Poaching.
•A detective was sent to Songo a short time
ago to look after poachers, he soon got on the
trail and called at a house in Naples prebe a buyer. There was nobody at
tending
home bat the women who told him there were
some salmon in the cellar. He went down and
to

saw two twelve and one twenty-five pound
fish. For some reason best known to himself
he did not seize them bat went away. When
he went back the man was there who denied
he had any fish. The man was taken before a

magistrate and,as did the whole family—swore
that there had been no fish in the house and
got clear. A well known up town gentleman
dined off of one of them last week.
Vetkean.
Beef.
Thera is a report that Vauderbilt’s new company will establish a seconti house here for the
sale of fresh beef which will have the effect of
very low prices of Chicago dressed beef.
A reporter called upon the representatives of
Wheeler, Swift & Co., in this city yesterday
to ascertain what effect they thought the new
house if established would have on the Portland trade. Oae of the firm said that he didn’t
believe it would make much difference with
the market here, and he didn’t think the cornpetitioned mentioned would reach here. He
inclined to the

opinion

that the report of the

movement was

merely

scare.

a

New Buildings for Maine.

Augusta is

a

candidate for

a

public

struc-

present the Government is paying
an annual rental, lor very inadequate accomThere aro largo pay
modations, of $3300.
meats of pousiou' made at Augusta, aud Conture.

At

gress has also been petitioned to direct the
holding of at least one session of the United
States Courts at that place.
The committee
recommend au appropriation of $100,000.
Another point in Maine where a public
building is desired is Saco. The leading arguments urged in behalf of this city are principally its business importance. Only fifty thousand dollars is desired to give the officials of
the Uuited States proper facilities for the performance of their duties.

be-

gan to pour into the mayor’s office from all
over the United States and other countries, and

Jam3

torney

of Trade.

Last Public Session of the Com*

ernor

—

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA:

CAMILLE.

Report of the Committee from the Board

The commissioners appointed by the Govand Council to investigate the management of affairs at the State Reform School

Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Sbaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
*
Brunswick B G. Dennis u.
Cumberland M»lls, K. a Verrill.
Damar isc 'tta. E. W. Dunbar.’!
^Freeport W A. Mitchell.
>
Fryeburg. R. O. Harmon.
£ Fairfield. K. H Evan-.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
! Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
!> Hallowell, C.
Spaulding.
0 Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crocfcett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E Fogg, A. L. Jelliaon,
Bar

THE LONGSHOREMEN.

STATE REFORM SCHOOL INVESTIGATION.

Real Estate Transfers.
following transfers of real estate have

reported:

Cape Elizabeth—Almira Safford et al to Edward Russell, part of Safford farm.
Westbrook—C. J. Penuell to Patrick Killian
land on Penuell street.
Sebago—A. & P. B. Yonug to Bridgton and
Saco River railroad company, lot of laud.
Otisdeld—JohnW. Noble to school district
No. 1, lot of laud.

Eucursious to Boston.
This morning the Eastern railroad will ran
an excursion train to Boston, which will prob-

ably be

the last of the season. Tho
special
train will leave at seven o’clock, although the
low priced tickets will be good to go on the

Pullman train at two o’clock, thus giving those
who go on this train the entire day in Boston.
The tickets will be good on any regular train
of that

day

aud to returu

Weduesday

cr

on

any train

Tuesday

Thursday.

The Boston & Maine railroad will also run
au excursion traiu to the fair
today at very
low rates—only $2.50 for the rouud trip. This
is an excellent opportunity for visiting the
“Hub” aud seeing all the sights at this busy
time. The special will leave Portland at 7 a.
and return at 7 p. m., but the tickets to ieturn will be good until Thursd ay.
m.

Cumberland Association
The Cumberland Association will meet in
the chapel of Second Parish church, Portland
today, November 14th, at 9.30 o’clock a. in.
Scripture Lesson, James S:13-16. Rev. H.

Dumas’ celebrated play, which forms part of
the repertoire of every emotioual actress in—
it might he said without exaggeration—every
well known tongue, was presented at Portland
Theatre last evening, Mrs. Alice Dunning Lin-

gard sustaining the role of the lady of the
melias.

Notwithstanding

ca-

the rain there was

good audience present, but the

a

epreseutation

deserved the eucouragemeut of as large and
brilliant an assemblage as the theatre could
hold.
Mrs. Lingard has|adopted the Bernhardt version of the drama; a version which leaves
nothing to be understood but explains everything. For this reason it is much preferable to
the usually accepted play. To the attractions
of a pleasing face, with mobile, expressive features, Mrs. Lingard adds a fine figure which
she manages with dignity and grace, and an

audience. G. W. C. T. Torsey was then introduced and made an interesting address which
was well received.
He is doing a grand work
in the cause, and his noble efforts
are advancing the work of the order rapidly,
The Deeriug Z juaves have commenced
their regular drills again after the summer vation, ami will during the winter be ready for
business in the way of entertainment.
K.

But if Mrs. Lingard was gay, scornful, vivacious, and pathatic by turns, without rising to greatness—besunshine succeeds the rain.

Embroideries

NEWS.

Wright has returned to Maine from
where he lias resided nearly three
years, and purchased the Tuck farm in Caribou. A commentary on Kansas vs. Aroostook.

liberalism.

Rev.

G.

S. Dicker-

man.

Discussion, Do the times demand
tiiual

preaching?

P. M.

docDickin-

moro

Rev. C. A.

son.

Concio, Rev. J. G. Wilson.
Review, The Nineteenth Century by McKenzie. Rev. D. M. Seward, D. D.
Discussion, Duty of the church .n regard to
the relation between capital and labor. Rev.
H. H.

Osgood.

Accidents.
A lad named O’Brion had several fingers on
one hand badly crushed by the wheel of a
heavy team passing over them on Center

yesterday

forenoon.
Saturday afternoon at the Portland Company's works, Daniel Desmond and two other
mould of moulton iron.
men were carrying a
street

The men holding the forward handles stumbled,
throwing this hot iron onto Desmond’s leg,
burning it fearfully from the knee down.
The oldest daughter of the late Capt. H.

Mangum
on

was

badly

Bcalded

Sunday morning

the foot.

Retiring Postmasters..
The following is a list of Maine postmasters
whose terms expire between Dee. 1, 1882,"nud
March 4, 1882: Bangor, A. B. Farnham, Feb.
27; BelTaBt, A. D. Bean, Dee. 8; Bucksport,
A. L. Skinner, San. 20; Camden, A. Miller,
Jr., Jan. 20; Dexter, H. L. Wood, Dec. 17;
Eastport, C. C. Norton. Dec. 17: Fairfield, W.
H. Emery, Jan. 20; Hallowell, J. Atkins,
Jr., March 3; Lewiston, H. C. Little, Jan. 30;
Mechanic Falls, Jason Hall, March 3: Westernville. William Dunn, March ,27; Wiscasset, I. H. Coffin, Jan. 30.
Owen, Moore & Co.
are offering special sales of Napkins and Hosiery. The napkins are damask and of fine
quality, such as met with such a rapid sale last
week. The hosiery is all wool, with merino
heels and toes, which usually sell at fifty cents
There will be a rush to the store to-day.

In

SAM HAGUE’S BRITISH MINSTRELS.
"There is nothing new under the sun’’ is an
old saying that has nitherto been aptly applied
when quoted in regard to our minstrel performance, for from the advent of the Original
Christy to the present time, there has been a
similarity in each and every troupe iu their

pourtrayal of Ethiopian life that has become so
stereotyped and hackneyed as to have induced
many to positively eschew the minstrel stage.
The same well worn witticisms of Sambo and
Bones, the conventional songs and dances, the
team of cloggists and the inevitable big boot
ban joist have palled upon the public for years
therefore a departure, that partakes of a thor-

ough revelation, should be welcomed with

degree of interest. And
claiming to have discovered this

such

as

an

one

new era in
the minstrel world is about to visit Portland
for the first time. The company hails from St.
James’ Hail, Liverpool, England, and the present is its second season in the United States,
and the press of every city they have visited
have fully indorsed their claims, and paid testimony to their right to be regarded as an in-

novation.
The troupe represents the high development,
minstrelsy has attained in Great Britain, paying more attention to fine singing than antics,
to refined comedy than buffoooey, and to novel specialties rather than to the antique song
and dance in multiple or otherwise. A Boston
exchange says "there is more aggregate vccai
ability in this troupe than in all the other minstrel troupes in this country togethei ;that there
is a degree of freshness in everything they do,
positively exhilarating, and that their great
characteristics of refinement, artistic elegance
aud ta'ent fully vindicate their light to inscribe
the famous Iloman legend " Veni, vidi, vici”
on their banners.”
The company will give
two performances in this city,aud they will apat
the
Theatre on Monday
New
Portland
pear
and Tuesday, November 20th and 21st.
Y. m. c. A.

concert;
A very pleasing concert, interspersed with
readings by Mrs. Doten, took place last evening at Y. M. C. A. Hall for the benefit of the
Abyssinian church. Several of the numbers
were eucored and all were rendered with much
effect. The following was the programme.
Opening—Instrumental...Miss A. P. Oswsll

where my Love Lies Dreaming "
So o—Man-o’-War’s Man—,.Mr. Crocaett
Quartette—Twilight on the Sea.
Mrs. Smilh
olo—Light of my Soul.
Pi»no Solo.Miss Ogweli

Quartette—“Com,

Mr. i

ltamble.
Soio—Waiting.:....Mrs. Smith
Duet.Messrs. Shaw and Thurston

A

Large

Satin.

and Fleeced Lined Silk
showing all of the
ISEW SHADES.

we are

BROS,_& BANCROFT.
Variety Black Chenille Fringes

With

Headiug.

FUR

Headings

Mrs. Doten

entire change of bill at the
last evening.
The principal
the banjo solos by Mr. Leo

Lyceum Theatre
feature is

The Howard
Sisters also gave some of their song and dance
specialties. Next Saturday night the theatre
will be closed for one week while repairs and
improvements are made. A new gallery will be
put in, many improvements are being made.
A brass band will be added a id the theatre
will reopen with a new and much enlarged
company.
Mr. George Elwell of the Portland Minstrels took part at the entertainment at the
Lyceum Theatre Saturday evening His specialties were well received.
ore

really fine.

DEERING.

Proceedings of the Good Templars.
At the regular

meeting of Maple Lodge,
Tuesday evening, Nov. 7th, located at Allen’s
Corner, the recently elected officers for the ensuing quarter were duly installed by Mrs. E.
W.
has

MATCH,

WITH ORNAMENTS
ALSO SEAL AND PLUSH
ORNAMENTS.

AUCTION.
valuable lots

St 3 y A,
on

Danfoim

near Emery.
Size of lota abet*
40x100. These lots are In one of the best loc 'ttoaa
in the City and uiust be sold to close the Estates*
John T. G. Emery
For plan and particulars la*
quire of A, F. Moulton, 188 Middle Street.
F. O. BAILEY A- S’O., Auctioneers.
nov4
dtd

F. O. BAILEV Ac TO.,
Aactloueora au(i (JoRtuiissiou Merchant*
Saleroom IN
S. O.

Exchange

UAU.ICY,

O.

Ms.
W. AUS1

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock
a,
m.
octSdtf
Consignments solicited

Seasonable
For

and Underwear,

Hosiery

CARPETS.

TO

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

We are now opening our .importations
of New Styles, including the most artistic and desirable goods of all the choicest

FOREIGN MAKES.

Ladies, Misses and Children,

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Also

a

Hue stock of Choice Styles of

THE VERY BEST
MISSES’ CORSETS
AMERICAN CARPETS,
CHILDREN’S WAISTS.
Beautiful, Durable,
Very
-

Which are

and

Moderate in Price.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft. Joel Goldtli wait & €o.
dtf

novl4

169 Washington St.,
BOSTON.
eod4w

octlO

NAPKINS.
We

secured fifty dozen more
quality Damask Napkins, which

have

same

of
we

sold last week and shall offer to-morrow at
$1.25 per Dozen.

great an interest in the largest of Maine’s
financial institutions.
The statement Bhows
the business of the ten months of 1882 to be
$620,000 in excess of the entire business of the
tho year 1881.
The vigorons
management of the officers is showing itself in
this large increase of business, and their conservatism in the valuation of their real estate
assets, is best shown by the fact that they have
recently 6old one piece of property in the
West at an advance of Thirty Thousand Dol-

507 & 509

novl4

PHY S1CIANS*

Moore & Co.

Owen,

company for

Congress Street.

tions.

GUPPY, KINSMAN
ALDEN, Druggists.

»«26

eod6m

dtf

~

$

evidenced by these facts, and the business
of the officers worthy of much com;

policy

mendation.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS!

For

You,

dloves, Mittens and complete lines of MERIline

EVERYTHING PERFECT.

Whose

Ac., Ac.

complexion betrays

above

tion, whose mirror tells you
that yon are 'fanned, Sallow
and disfigured in countenance,
or have Eruptions, Redness,

Wc

goods

offer special
this week.

Hosiery,

bargains

the

in

BUTLER,

Tuesday,

IXTov. 14tli.

SPECIAL SALE
Sizes
The above

6, 6 1-2, 25
are

Sizes

cts.

8,

HOSIERY.

8

1-2, 33

7,

7

28 cts.

1-2,

cts.

all wool, with merino heels and toes, very handsome style and shape
cheap at 30 cent*.

ana have been considered

TT&Slmnrm

Moore & Co.

Owen,

ADVERTISEMENTS

nov!4

dtf

TODAY
the

sell

Large lot of

GENTLEMEN'S NECKTIES
in

Displayed

—

East
AT

3.

--.rymrTO-j-B.-

^.^£3^

_

36 CENTS EACH.
NO Fault Except Price.

PIANO COVERS,
at

the

astonishingly

low

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN
Warerooms of

OWES, MOORE & CO.
no!4

Pipe

and

Works:
or

Slone Works.

finely.
Thursday, Nov. 9th, Cumberland District
Lodge met in quarterly session with Maple
There was a good attendance of deleLodge.
gates and visitors. District Templar R. H.
Murphy of Portland presided. The forenoon
session was dbvoted to the appointment of the
committees, and the general business of preAt noon the
paring the work of the session.
meeting adjourned for dinner, which was quite
a feature of the exercises.
Maple Lodge furnished this entertainment. It was well gotten
The
up and much appreciated by all present.
committee of ladies having charge of the de-

No.Tw^PROMENADE

Spring street Horse

Telephone,

car.

Soaps,
Brushes, French Perfumes,
Florida
Water, Orange

Flower Water, Lavender
water, and all Toilet Articles can he found at GUPPY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S
Drug Store.

Rails

Sale.

for

no 14eod4w&w2w 48

DRUG ME

Portland, Kingston, Toronto, Hamilton,

Cor. Clark and Danforth Sts,
Prepares Prescriptions
accuracy, ana all

entitled to much credit for the fine arThe afterrangements, so well carried out.
noon session
which commenced at 1.30 was

D*5FG

STUDLEY,

253

SPECIAL Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Association, will be held in the
Library Room Mech&nU’g Bciildixo. THCB81MY
EVEN JUG, Nov. 16th, at at 7 H c/eloek, to take
action on the report of the Committe on Industrial
Exhibition. A full attendance is requested.
uol4d3t
K. B. SVTirr, Secretary.

ery interesting and business of importance
B. C. Torsey, G. W. C T.,
attended to.
and wife were present and addressed the meeting in the interest of the session.
In the evening a rousing public''meeting was
held over which Mr. Murphy presided in his
v

was

House for Sale.
55 Spruce street, containing 14 rooms, in
(VI
1." good repair, as good as new, also stable, in a
good, peaceful and aristocratic neighborhood. Inquire of JAS. S. BROOKS, cooperage. Richardson
no!4d3w*
Wharf,_
O.

Farm For Sale.

ncm piles

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swatni’s
Ointment is superior to any article in the mc^r
Sold by druggists, or send 60 cts. in 3-ct. Star
Boxes,31.26. Address,Da. SwaynfASow.Phi’

the premises
Buxton Centre,

or

addrefs

MBS.

C.

SANDS,
novl4iltf

A.

MaiLe.

Wanted.
a small capital

to

engage in
the wholesale and retail grocery busiuoss
where there is a good trade already established. A
golden opportunity is offered a young man wishing
to go Into business. For information call on or address J. B. REEI >,114 Exchange street. uol4dlw

APARTNElt

with

materials

dtf

room

for

CHRISTMAS
CANDIES
I offer the remainder of my

STOCK OF TOYS

GOODS,

lowest prices.

noil

Respectfully,

T. B. POLLARD,
T

HANK

Parsons’
Excels all

-A.t Cost.

C. 0.
dlw

novs13

HUDSON,

Market Square.

dtf

YOUR BRAIN!

AiDURVELOUS INVENTION.
Adding

Automatic

Table

adding machines. It will add columns of

figures witli great rapidity and unvar) ing accuracy,
so simple a cbild can operate it, so small it can by

is

kept betweei the leaves of a book and is of the
assistance for proving
columns; ever©
counting house and every book-keeper needs it.
Sent by mail for 50 cent* by E. A. Parsons, Look

When cold weather first
on, mail) persons are
troubled
with
Chapped
Hands and Houghness of
the Skin the best and most
simple remedy is
comes

greatest
Drawer
n every

35,

New

town.

Haven, Conn.

*

AgvntM

Wanted
octl3d&wlm

DICTMANN’S

Liquid Camphor
Framing
ICE.

The Best
in

in Buxton, Vi mile from Grovesvllle,
SITUATED
«uts 36 tons hay.
Inquire
Buildings good.

on

Street.

Middle

norO

FINE FIG AES, &F.
at

in C. M. Association.

A Mechanics'

very best

ol

with

Point, Edward or Detroit Junction.
Tenders addressed “Tender for Old
Ralls” will be received by the undersigned npto November 30th, 1882.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
Geueral Manager.
Montreal, Nov. 10th, 1882.
nol 4ill4,16,20.23&2H

are

at

BABGAIJSH TOYS.

GRAND THUNK RAILWAY.
Old

selling

are

To make

424.

dAwly

the late large Auction
Sale in Hew York and
the best
value
we
have ever-shown. We
have a good White
Wool Blanket that

dtf

The Grand Trank Railway of Canada
have now on hand from 2.000 to 3,000
tone of old rails (principally T) and aio
ready to rect ive tenders for the same.
Terms, cash on delivery.
Delivery will be made at Montreal,

nov!4nnu

only $1.50 usual price
$3.50. These are from

and Domestic $1.75.
Call and see
Solid
Back Hair the above
bargains.

(No. 3.)

uovl 4

Jloko Htone Blabs for Chim■«7 Covers, Burial Vaults,
'Volks, Bate Tablets, Ac.,

Come via

Extra
large sized
heavy Gray Blankets

WILL YOU CALL ?

THE PORTLAND CEMENT

Drain

Imported

dlt

3 Free St- Block, PORTLAND.

BLANKETS.

we

,.,

A large and elegant assortment

Window,

—

tire, and was the last safe removed. We had it
broken open this morning and found the papers,&•.,
in a perfect condition. We enclose an
envelope
which oontained some papers and was in the
body of
the safe. It will give you an idea of the conditio*
of things when the safe was opened. It
gives ns
to give you this unsolicited testiraogreat
niel of the very great virtues of your safe, for we
are confident that nothing can be better.
We are, dear sir, very truly yours,
E. CHURCHILL « Co.
P- S.—You may send us one of your
larger sized
safes containing all your latest
improvements, including the Patent Heat “Cut-off,** and Improved
Combination Lock.
noIOdlw
_

Sizes

We shall

Portland, Nov. 7,18*2.
Geo. L. Damon, Esq., Safe Manufacturer, 108 & n#
Sudbury street, Bostons
Dear Sir:

pleasure

the most natural ana entrancing tints, the artificiality of
which no observer can detect,
and which soon becomes permanent if the Magnolia Balm
is judiciously nsed.

NEW

Read the following unsolic ted testimonial sent
by the above well known firm before I had
one of my safes had been
exposed:

me

knowledge that

One of your safes, made when you were in Portland, was in our office andipaased through the fire
yesterday. It was exposed to the hottest part of the

A. B.

Roughness or unwholesome
tints of complexion, we say
use Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.
It is a delicate, harmless and
delightful article, producing

jldly

Childrens’

O’Shanter Caps, Worsted Jackets, daiters,

humiliating imperfec-

some

dents’ and

NO and A EE WOOE UNDERWEAR. Also a
variety of Children’s Hoods, Tam

Madam,

mn victorious;
Severe trial of E, Churchill A Co’s
Safe. Being exposed to the full
fury of the flames from 6 to
8 hours and falling into
a
mass
of
large
Burning Tallow.

Ladies’

State deputy.
This lodge
a membership of 61, and is in a very flourishing condition.
Torsey Temple, No. 1, connected with this lodge is also getting along

usual happy mauuer. His address upon taking the chair was strong and to the point.
Mrs. Torsey sang in her 'usual fine manner,
with Prof. Rankin of Portland as accompanist.
Mrs. Torsey is a remarkably fine singer and
her effort upon this occasion was highly applauded by the large audience present. Professor Rankin fully illustrated his ability to
preside at the orgau and his effort was much
appreciated. Torsey Temple was present in a
body and occupied bait an hour in a very acceptable manner with thier interesting exercises.
Mrs. E. W. Knight also favored the audience with a choice reading
in her excellent
Mr. and Miss Spiller furnished admanner.
mirable Binging, receiving the plaudits of th#

prescrip-

tions carefully compounded from the purest and best
of
drugs and standard
pharmaceutical
prepara&

lars above the valuation the company placed
upon it in their annual statement at the commencement of this year. The company is to
be congratulated upon its solid progress as

Kuight, special

tails

BY

Match.

to

TRIMMINGS,

The Union Mutual Life Insurance Company
of this city has issued a statement to its agents
which will be alike pleasurable to them, as
well as to the public at large, who take so

LYCEUM THEATRE.

new

Valuable Heal Estate

EASTMAN BROS. &, BANCROFT.

Rapid Growth of the Union Mutual.

Solo. MissPlerc t
Solo. .Mr. Shaw
To-night a second concert will be given for
the some object at which Mr. David Moulton
will read.

Keyes, which

OF

ON will be sold six
Cashmere, Silk, Surah Silk and
Taylor Streets

on

Duet—Forest

an

ADMINISTRATOR’S SALE

EASTMAN

hurstoa

Trio—Ye Shepherd.
Heading .Mrs. Doten

There was

Adm’rEst. Wm. 8. Woodbury.
.....
F. o. BAILEY A CO
Auctioneer.,
nol3
jjc

Cashmere

Gloves,

Heading. .Mrs. Doten
Solo.

*)iniDg

_

The Galley Slave is one of Bartley Camp'
bell’s most popular plays. It will be produced
at Porilaud Theatre
Friday night. The Bale
of seats will commeuce tomorrow morning.

usual

Kid,

COUNTY.

One of the best pieces of marble statuary
cause greatness was not required in those situaever brought into the State is a
portrait statue
tions—she did give full Bcope to her powers in
of the late Mrs. E. W. Gross of Auburn rethe scene with Armand’s father, and with Arceived from Italy by Mr. Gross, through the
maud, in the third act, and should have re- agency of Hon. H. R. Smith. The expression,
ceived a call. lu this scene it was evident that- pose and draperies of the figure are very artistic. The work was done from
photographs in
the actress had studied the best of models, The
a Roman studio.
The
statue
has
been
cairn, pathetic dignity with which she repelled mounted on a massive pedestal at Oak Hill
Cemetery, Auburn.
Mons. Duval’s insinuations; the earnest force
HANCOCK COUNTY.
and honesty with which she proved by her
While Maj. Greenbaigh was assisting in
papers 6he had determined to abandon everyplacing some heavy stone, at the Acadian
thing for Armand; the passionate “never!” House, Castine, one day last week, a derrick
with which the poor heart, quivering under its
capsized, and just missing liis head, struck his
lacerations, refused to wholly surrender the shoulder, throwing him violently to the ground
No bones were broken, bat he was badly
only love it had ever known; the cold, passion- shaken np.
less monotone, with heaving breast, glittering
KNOX COUNTY.
eyes, and almost French accent, with which
An accident occurred at Vinal Haven, reshe at last acknowledged Mens. Duval was
cently. which nearly resulted in the death of
right; and the final passionate parting with
Mr. Freeman Smith. He was
running a
Armand. while like a mockery, the orchestra
granite polishing machine when his sleeve
breathed forth the beautiful strains of the "Vi
on
a
sot
bolt
which came near
caught
Provenza,” these marked the finished actress him of clothing, Being a heavy mandivesting
he stopand held her audience completely captive.
tlie machine before the belt was cut. Two
ped
That Mrs. Lingard is a magnetic actress, judgof his ribs were broken.
ing by her influence over the ladies present,
LINCOLN COUNTY.
may be inferred. She dressed the character
On Tuesday a very interesting meeting cf
very elegantly.
the Maine Board of Agriculture aud the LinMr. St. Maur did not offend as Armand hut
coln county farmers was held at Bristol. The
Portland has been so favored in the character
in this part that the actor suffers thereby. Mr.
speakers were Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Stetson of
Cramer was very good as Mons. Duval, Miss
Damariscotta, a member for Liucoln coauty,
Andrews an amusing Mine. Prudence, Misses Mr. Hammond of Paris, a member for Oxford
FrauciS; Butler, ar»d Mortimer respectively county, and Mr. Colebrook of Brunswick, a
member for Sagadahoc.
The orchestra
good in their several roles.
played the selections from “Traviator” with
SOMBRSBT COUNTY.
much effect; A new feature in advertising
Very much has been done in the removal of
was exhibited by the firm which furnished the
ledges and ether obstructions to
champagne. Touigiit “Pink Dominoes” will in the Kennebec river at Soion. running logs
be presented and Mr. Lingard will appear in
WALDO COUNTY.
his specialties.
Griinmur’s orchestra are playing the followun me sun lust., a .party ot lour sportsmen,
ing programme at Portland Theatre delicious- including two distinguished members of the
lycity government, left Belfast to visit a pond in
Overture—Fest
Latann
an
adjoining town, in quest of wild fowl.
tjuadi ille Chicken-masks (by request).Lumbye
During the night of the same day, and the
Selection—Czar and Zimmermann.Lortcing
early morning of that following,they succeeded
Wa tzes—Toujours Fidele (first time,) Waldteuiel
Galop—Des Lowen Krwachen .Kegel in shooting a sufficient number of geese to
necessitate the puymeut of twelve dollars to
uui<a.
the owner thereof, in settlement.
Despite
The cautata, or operetta of “Laila,” which their magnificent success they do not appear
the
owner
of
will be produced at G. A. K. Hall on Wednesthose
satisfied;
geese, however,
does.
day evening for the benefit of Mrs. Anna J.
YORK COUNTY.
Day, will prove an exceedingly agreeable musMr. Robert F. True, of the class of ’80 Banical entertainment.
There will be a large
gor Seminary, and recently connected with
the San Francisco Association, has
chorus of fairies and Misses Libby aud Woodbeen
secured as Secretary of the Biddeford Y. M.
man will assume the principal
parts.
O. A.
GALLEY
SLAVS.

BANCROFTS.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

S. H.

Kansas,

BY AUCTION.
virtue of a license from the Judge of Probata
I shall sell bv
public auction on Wednesday,
18th, at 1(» o’clock a. m., at hous« tfoTa
Wllmot street, the entire
furniture, '-onxlstlng al
Room and Chamber Furniture,
Crockery and <llas=. Bedding and Linen, Kitchen
Also one line Gold Watch,
stem winder, one
Piano, rosewood case, ot 7 octave, and one very tine Hall Clock, oyer 100 years
°ld0. W. PICKAKD,

WEDNESDAY, Nov. Jo, 1882,

and
COUNTY.

ANDROSCOGGIN

TO

EASTMAN BROS. &

exer-

Iisley.
Essay, The alleged drift of Congregational-

ists towards

For Novelties in Laces and
Made-up Lace Goods,
GO

—OF—

Household Furniture.&c.
*A

EAsTMANBROS&BANCROFT

nished while in Portland' It is very desirable
that every Club in the State sbonld be represented by at least one delegate.
Members of
all temperance organizations are cord.aliy in.

AROOSTOOK

SALES.

IT*

GENTLEMEN.

FOR

usual arrangements will be made with railroads for reduced fare.
Free entertainment
for all who attend the convention, will be fur-

STATE

AUCTION

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR

State Reform Clubs.

vited to be present anu take part in the
cises of the convention.

ADVERTISEMENTS

AD.YU VINT It.4 TOR’S SALE

The next Semi-Annual Convention of the
Reform Clubs of Maine, will be holden in
Portland on Wednesday and Thursday, December 6ih and 7tb, commencing at 10 a- m.
The

elocution which is of the baft, joiued to a singularly olear and agreoable voice. In the earlier scenes of the well worn drama the various
emotions were portrayed with the ease and celerity with which, in her native country, the

NEW

quality, workraanshipjaudj

TASTjQ,
is done at my

PRICE

H. 0. HE WES, 593 t undress St
dtf
oclO_
Notice.
privies cleaned

D. SYLVES I'ELt
T AULTS
and

ami

23

store,

S.

and
M.

Bjughtvillo. Telephone No. 3-0.

repaired by A

HAETFUTlb
ootl9dlra

Toilet Goods

OWEN,

CENTS.

Department.

MOORE & CO.

--s—-

»

A doctor at Richmond says that if people
will take a bath in hot whiskey and rock salt
twice a year they will never catch a Cold.
Until somebody has tried this new remedy we
would say:—Btick to the old and reliable Dr.

BV LAUNCELOT.

The cheerless sun hangs low; the harsh north wind
Blows with a bitter breath from off the sea;
Brown are the southern s'opr 8, where lately dinned
The gauzy locust and the golden bee.
Dream cf the

as

Bull’s

they seaward gaze,

silvery spoil

is a sure remedy for 2360 diseases.
This enables every roan to lay claim to one of
the troubles, and thuB conscientiously take his
horn.—New Haven Register.

run.

Their mazy nets drift useless on the gale;
Their boats along the barren shore are strown:
And but the bilio^B’ never ending wail
Beats on the ear in dreary monotone.
Gone
The

are

the

ships which bore

wealth of prosperous ports;

in
a

Au Iowa farmer bet a new hat that he could
cross the railroad track with his team before
the train came up. lie lost by ten feet. The
distance was measured by his heirs.—Detroit
Fres Press.

Summer’s prime
single sail

dim verge a little time,
Then fades and is forgot like some fair tale,
Flits

on

the

sea s

“Where do all the Boston and Harvard boys
go?” was a question asked the other day.
“Out West to raise cattle, so that the country
oojs may have a chance to come to town,’’ was
the reply.—Boston Courier.

And all is vacancy—save when, maybe,
A seabird hurrying through the fading night,
-—Infrom tlHMterile pastures of the sea,
Sweeps, silent as a shadow, ’thwart the sight.

Yesterday’s Dreadful Accident.

O fruitless earth! O empty Ay and sea!
O wailing wayes! O chill and bitter blast!
Where shall the doub ing soul for comfort flee
Till all this dreariness be overpast!

Hops And Jam.
Maine's Two New Products.

(Lewiston Journal.)
Did the reader ever see a hop field? Not
a few vines growing in a garden, but acres
of them? The writer confesses the sight of
the great hop fields of Aroostook county
It
were both novel and attractive, to him.
we
was in the midst of the harvest, when
drove among tbe hop fields. The vines had
reached the tips of the tall sapling poles set
up for their support and were bending over
in luxuriant festoons. The blossoms are
white and many and make the hop field a
blooming bower. In some fields, men women and girls were a harvesting.
Let me
tell you about one scene. A hayrack had
been set in the field, and over one side of it
rugs and quilts had been thrown to form a
barrier against the wind. Under the lee of
this curtain, women were picking hops.
The men brought along the hop poles and
stripped them; the women plucked the blossoms and Bluffed them into large and rapid-

ly filling bags.
The hop is a new product

for Maine and

Aroostook county. Six years years ago there
was uot a considerable hop-yard in the State.
Twenty-five tons of hops will be picked in
Aroostook county, this year. The largest
harvest heretofore has been five tons. T he
average is rapidly increasing at tbe present time, and tbe hop is apparently to become one of Aroostook’s leading products.
The greater number of the hop-growers have
had good success and are happy. It is no
wonder their “hearts are light audfree” this

hop

year.

hop

The

is

aj peculiar product.

Unlike

grain
potatoes there is a limited demand
for it. It is used almost wholly by brewers
of beer.
When a certain point has been
reached in the production nobody wants the
or

hops at-any price, for hops deteriorate rapidly. In some years, there is no money in
hops, on account of the glut. Last year and
this year, hop-raising has been very profitable. Outside crops have been light and all

tbe stock on hand has been used, there is
now a bare and sharp market. The hop raisers are offered 40 cents per pound for their
hops, this season. In previous years they
have had to sel1 for 16 cents. The hop acreage in the future will probably depend, to a
certain extent, upon the market
The leading hop man of Aroostook is
Mr. J. B. Ireland of Caribou. Ho was the
first man in the county to cultivate the cron.
He is a one-armed ex-soldier and has become a well-to-do farmer.
Mr. Ireland was
interviewed.
“I have been in the hop business five
yeats,” said he. “I have 125 acres of land
and 9 acres of it in hops. Five acres are
bearing; the others will bear next year.’’
“Please tell us about the proct ss of hop-

growing.”

luupianiiue roots me same as you
would plant potatoes. In Aroosloock-, we
plant them with potatoes—first a hill of
petatoes and then a hill of hops. We harvest the potatoes the first year and the hops
bear the second year. You dress the land
as you would for any other crop.
You
should keep the weeds down, of course.”
“What is the yeild, usually?”
“My vines bave^eilded 1,000 pounds to
the acre. This year, they will not yield
more than 700 pounds.
My total crop will
he about a ton and a quarter against two
tons and a quarter, last year. Last season,
I made $1,200 clear profit from my hop field.
No; I couldn’t have done as well as that on
the same land with any other crop. I have
to take my chances. Some years there’s
very littie money in hops, and some years
there’s almost a fourtune. Last year and
this year there have been no old hops in
stock. Boston and New York buyers come
down here and buy up our crop. I have
sold mine for 40 cents a piund delivered on
the cars at Caribou. Mauy of our hops are

exported.”

“Will you estimate the total crop in the

country, this year?”

“It will not be less than 50,000 pounds. In
no previous year, has more than six tons
been harvested.
“There are fifty acres from which a crop
will be taken. Thirty acres more were planted, this spring and will be harvested next
year. Mr. Tabor of Washburn, has six acres
in hops|Mi. Chandler of Mavsville, has five
acres and will get two tons: Mr. Jenkins of
Caribon, has two acres; Mr. Curlier of
Maysville, has six acres; there is on- 5-acre
field in Sherman —beside a large number of
smaller piecps.”
“Wh.<t land is the best?”
“High land, where tTie frost comes last-”
“When do you usually commence harvest-

ing?”

“About the tenth of September. It takes
me
from
six
to
ten
days to get
in my crop. I employ thirty girls and six

You can employ girls to pick bops
they won’t do anyihing else. It’s agreeable, open-air work. There are so many
of them they have a jolly time. The girls
earn twenty-five cents a day besides their
board The men pull and carry the poles.
For poles we use saplings fifteen feet high
and we generally put two in a hill, every
hop-grower must have a dry-house. The
blossoms will dry and be ready for market
iu twelve hours. Hop vine
will keep in
bearing for ten years.”
The hop dry house is a small wooden
building built over cemented stoue ovens.
Numerous lines of stove funnel run through
the building and conduct the heat. The
ovens have to be watched closely and kept
continually supplied with wood- It is some
like engineering a brick kiln. Since Mr. Ire
land sold his crop, hops have boomed to
$1.25 per lb.
But hops are not Aroostook’s only new
men.

when

■

There

hundreds of acres of halfcleared land which have become covered
with raspberry bushes. The fences along
many roads are nearly concealed with them.
In August, great fields are red with the berries. Aroostook has fairly swam in raspbercrop.

are

ry preserves and become drunk with raspberry pie, but hundreds of tons—we speak
advisedly—have annually gone to waste.
Hew to dispose of this great crop has been a
connundrura which Aroostook has been unable to answer, on ascoutit of Us great distance from the market. This fall, the raspberry jam factories came to tlielr relief. You
know the trade in ready made jams and preserves in bulk has become
very extensive.
There is hardly a provision store but ladles
out raspberry jam from a bucket to Us customers. The manufacturers have been almost wholly supplied from Vermont in the
past. The Vermont crop was a failure this
season.
A Boston firm of jam-jammers entered into correspondence with Mr. Herbert

Goodhue, an enterprising young merchant
of Fort Fairfield, with regard to utilizing the

immense Aroostook crop, He established
agencies for the buyers in several parts

of the county. They worked on commission.
and
They
bought
shipped

from

August

8th to September 3d, 1882,
twenty tons of rassberries. With her
tons of honey and tons of raspberry jam, it
seems in the power of Aroostook to sweeten
over

continent. The berries were solidly packed
in tight half-barrels. The headquarters of
the buyers were in Fort Fairfield, Limestone,
Presque Isle and Caribou. The Limestone
agency, alone, shipped eleven tons. The
stump-land of “Letter F" plantation, which
we have before described,
adjoins tbis town,
a

and has a class of people who will pick berries if they wili not till the soil. The picking
is chiefly done by women and children.
They are paid four cents a pound. A quart

pound and

weighs
are shipped by rail
a

Cough Syrup.

Whiskey

their nets have won;

And fondly revel in the vanished days,
Fairer than when their g’owing course was

a

to

quarter.

Boston,

The berries

and

EDUCATIONAL

MISCELLANEOUS.

instruction in English
ical Studies.

Nichols. Providence.

Time waits for no man. The tied is bound
to wait.—New Orleans Picayune.

Miserere.

The idle fishers

Yarmouth; Empress, Maiming, Rockland; Star, !
Bray, Providence; Moses Mddy, Newport.
Ar 11th. schs E A Hayes, Crowell, Lynn; Emily.

Wit and Wisdom.

[p;_PK^sa_

t

probably

don’t need much more jamming. Twenty
tons of raspberries at four cents per pound—
that’s $1,600 for the waste-land of Aroostook.

There was a
hand-painted sign in front of an
uptown grocery in Chicago, which originally
read, in dark, rheumatic letters, “Calt fjr
Sail.” A very nervous and sensitive man living around the corner noticed at once that it
was wrongly spelled, and spoke to the
proprie“Hasn’t that sign been changed
tor about it.
yet, bil ?” lie inquired of his confidential
clerk, “No; I guess not.” “Well, hang it
all! I told the loy to fir it last mghi; gimme
that marking pot,” and rushing out of the
store the board soon bore the cabalistic words,
"Sault for Cale.”—Cheek.

There was a good many accidents yesterday.
There will be some today, and probably more
or less
tomorrow.
Children are tumbling
downstairs.
Women are lighting fires with
kerosene. Boys are playing with pistols. Big
men are spraining thir ankles
as they try to
catch the moving train.
Babies will get their
thumbs canght in the doors.
Braised shins,
dislocated joiuts aud mashed fingers constantly remind us that accidents may take place at
any moment.
People who have Perry Davis's Pain Killer cau smile at most of the accidents that befall them. Those who have not
tried it ate reminded that they do not have to
run further than the nearest drag store to bay

Ar 12th barque Eliza White, Mahoney. Cardenas,
21 days; Caroline Gray. Snow, Fast Harbor. TI. 23
days, (see Mem): schs James It Talbot, Crocker, St
Martins: Mexican, Arev, Apponaug; Inez, Leighton. Bridgeport; Geo V .Jordan. Lyman, Baltimore.
Cld 11th. schs Orrie V Drisko. Drisko, Nuevitas;
Nellie Treat, Dow, Fernandiua; Nellie Grant. Jordan, St Augustine; Sarah Eaton, Dix, Brunswick;
F Arthemtus, Paterson, Shulee, NS.
Passed the Gate 15th, schs Katie Mitchell, from
from New York for Boston; F Nelson. Weehawken
for Newburyport; Mary Eliza, New York for Providence; Mabel. Port Johnson for Boston; Elion Morrison, do for do.

Ivtu to orirate

J. w,

“What did

thought?”

you
asked

my train of
lecturer of a supposed
of

think
a

“I thought it lacked only one thing,’’
replied the supposed friend. “All!” responded the delighted lecturer, “what was that?”
“A sleeping car,” was the answer.—Detroit
Free Press.
friend.

Thu Rochester Express says the IndianB
make their wives split the wood for the kitchen

generally known, perhaps,
female is performing this meni-

But it is not

fire.

that while the
al labor, her husband sits in the parlor playiDg
a fugue or something on the piano,—Norristown Herald.

Free

Kondout.
at St John, NB, 11th
man, Rockland.

POWDER
Pure,

Oregon,

This

a

boom in that

fresh

with

the usual fine-art
Herald.

town

powder

strength

never varies.

premiums.—Norris-

purity r

A.

WMt

j—_ FOR^UNDJKAgT.
BEST

ZTHE

Priuter*

and Portland

at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all points Weak and
ttoutb
be had of J, M. French, Ticket Seller.
may
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets (or Seals and
Berths ««Id at Besot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution <>£ Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of Lang & Sargent, Is dissolved
SARGENT.
SEWALL LANG.

WILLIAM H.

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
W. SANBORN, M»«cer Transportation,
ocl6
dfcf
D.

fish

business

Copartnership.

under the

Bound Brook Route.

name

by
Nov. 4, 1882.

J. W. BURKOWKS.

-BETWEEN-

The undersigned will continue the business at the
corner Cross and Fore streets, and eettle
*11 accounts of the late firm.

old stand,

BURROWES.

BOlSdlw_J,W.

Burns and Scalds,

FROM

—5 leiatksi, If&ckwke,
““ Frosted
Feet and

Claudius.New York..Carthagena..Nov
Niagara..New York..Havana.Nov
Avila.New York. Porto Uico.. .Nov
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Baltic.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov

Newport.New York..Havana.Nov

14
16
16
18
18
18
21
22
23
26
26
28

Ailsa.New York..Kingston —Nov
Vincauzo.New York. .Italy, &c.Nov 28
Borghese.New York. .Eio Janeiro .Nov 28
Alps.New York. Kingston... Nov 28

Making business,
Portland, Nov.

and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
eifcetuai Remedy for

have this day formed a Cohe firm name of YORK &
purpose qf carrying on the Sail
at No. 4 Central Wharf.
13th. 1882.
JOSEPH S. YORK. 1
ALBERT H. WAITE. f

BI?ars,

dim*

no!3

Oityof Washington.New Yorg..Havana.Nov
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool... .Nov
Caracas.New York..Maracaibo.. .Nov
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Nov
City -an Antonio. Now York..Nassau, NP Nov

28

28
29
29
30

•'■■■

^

For Sale.
VERY desirable House and Lot in Yarmouth
Ceu.; a good home lor a sea Captain. Immediate possession given.
Inquire of N. S. GARnov6d2w*
DINER, 93 Exchange Street.

A

One trial will prove its
in

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. Send address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions for the

UPON jhASY TEB.HS.

treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vt

THE

For particulars inquire of Rdlins & A dan s, oi F.
O. Bailey & Co., 22 and 18 Exchange street. Portoct27dtf
land.

For Sale

or

Lease.

Don’t Despair if every local
cian fails to cure yon.

physi-

Dr. Pitcher’s remedy for
Children’s Complaints.

Old

NOVEMBER 14.
High water, (p m) i.ao
7.49
Moon sets.

MIN1AI “uK ALMANAC.
S in rlftet.
.6.66
Sin eetB.— 4 34

...

mAmjste
PORT OF

news,

MONDAY,

*

Especially adapted to children"
Dr. Mex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av.,

13.

Steamer State of Maine, Hall, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Brig Hattie, Linnell. Boston, to load for Cuba.
Sch Lulu Ammerman, Kisley, Baltimore—coal to
Foreet City Sugar Refinery.
Scb A R Weeks, Farr, Philadelphia-coal to Eas-

tern ER.
Scb Bowdoin, Randall, Port Johnson—coal to C H
O’Brion.
Sch Mary E Long, Orne, Perth Amboy—coal
Sch Cock of the Walk, Hutchins, Boston.
Sch Clio Cbillcott, Fullerton, Boston.
Scb Win Tell, Gatlcy, Boston.
Sch Lewis R Froneh, Newman, Boston—oil to J
Conley & Son.
Scb Cabinet. Leach, Boston.
Seh Delia HiDds, Aguew, Boston for Calais.
Sch .1 Baker. Huntley, Boston for Macbias.
Scb 0 W Dexter Holmes, Boston for Calais.
Scb A G Hrooks, Smallage, Boston for Sullivan,
.-cb Mariel, Ingalls, Boston for Macbias.
Scb Arboreer, Clark, Boston for Ellsworth.
Sch Ida May, Huutley, Boston for Kennebec.
Scb Maria Theresa, Kellcck. Boston for Rockland.
Sch Montezuma. Marner, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Connecticut. Boston for Bangor.
Sch Globe, Ereeihy, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Whito Foam, Ford, Boston for Hancock.
Sch J G Craig, W Jbber, Cape Ann. with 60,000
ibs pollock.
8ch May Brown. Mann. Providcetown for Bangor.
Scb Golden Eagle, Waas, Portsmouth,
Scb C W Dexter, Holmes Boston for Calais.
Sc
Bloomer, Walls, Boston for Mt Desert.
Sch Jas S Pike, Norwood. Calais for Lynn.
Sch Native American, Clemiening, Calais for Boston.
Sch Fred Gray. Foss, Bowdoinbam for New York.
Scb l easer, Mclntvre, Rockland for New York.
Sch Knima, Littlejohn, Kennebec for New York.
Sch Catharine. Dodge, Ellsworth tor Providence.
Sch Eagle, Sinclair, York for Ellsworth.

Castovia is not narcotic. Mothers, Nursci
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castovia,
lly assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat-

ural sleep*
saBgaffianaHnHBBHBi&v

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg,

New

York—Henry

Brig Canadian, (Br) Gerricr,

Cow

Bay, CB—Gal-

lagher & Co.
SAILED 12th—Barques John E Chase, Alpina,
and Lothair.

Quick Passage—Baraue Chas R Lewis, of Port
land, Capt McCarty, has recently made t’-.e passage
from the River la Plata to Straits of Sunda in fortyone aays, beleived to be
the quickest time ever

made.

Shipbuilding—Wra Kogers, Bath, ha9 the keel
down and is raising the frame for a clipper ship to
be off next spring. This ship is to bear tne name
of Frederic Robie, in honor of the Governor elect.
Mr Hoger8 has a large sebr well under way and has
just stretched the keel for another.

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
13th, brig Mary C Mariner,
Smith, Havana, (Nov 12.)
Ar at Boston 13th, barque Edmund Pbinney,
Boston.

New York

York, to load for Valparaiso.
Paysandu Nov 10, barque Don Justo, Jones

New

S16 fm

Liverpool

11th

Morrison. New York.

inst, ship Frank N Thayer,

Ar at Malaga prev to Nov 11, ship Caledonia Potter, New Orleans via Vigo.
lflEinOiSAKDA.

Ship David Brown, Pendleton, from Valparaiso,
w,.
ia collision with Br ship Livingston 10th, at
Rotterdam, and sustained heavy damage. She was
placed in dock fcr repairs.
Ship Riverside, Mitchell, from Saa Francisco,in
coining to anchor in Grimsby Roads Oct 28, lost an

cbor and 45 fathoms chain.
Brig Caroline Grav, which arrived at New York
12tb irom l urks islend, encountered a heavy gale
Nov 26 and bad decks swept, lost boats, deckload,
and stove bulwarks; also, lost sails.
Brig Mary C Mariner, which arrived at New York
12th trom Tnrks Island, took a gale 2d inst off Winter Quarter Shoal lasting 48 hours.
Capt Simpson
was landed at Hampton Roads, sick.
t>eh L P Mallory. Stetson, from Jacksonville for
Bath, put into Boston 18th with mainmast gone by
the head, having carried it away while laboring in
a heavy sea llth. off Cape Cod.
She has been on
the passage 27 days and has kad heavy weather the
entire time.
Sch Common weath, Williams, from Portsmouth
for Rockland, struck on Seavey’s Island 9th inst,
but came off the following tide, apparently uninjured. and proceeded.
Sch Jed F Duren has boen floated and was towed
into Calais 8tb. Cargo saved.

dohiestTc

ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld llth, ship Emily Reed,
Sheldon, Liverpool.
A PA LAC HJCOL A—In port 6th, «ch Lizzie B Willey, Willev from Boston, to load New York.
MOBILE—Ar llth, brig H M Rowley, Rowley,
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 10th, sch Penobscot, Carter, Bangor.
Ar 9*h sch8 T H Livingston. Pressey, Belfast;
L is V Chaples, Chaples. do; Millie Trim, Barbour,
New York; IV1 Frank, Frank, BaDgor; F E Wolston,
_

Mnrr

infallible

An

any

cure

tlier notice.

His new method of diagnosing disease has no equal
and is exclusively ids own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache and pain in the moBt conpli
eatod disease without asking a word, when the patient may ask
and every explanation is
given without tne slightest reservation.

questions

REMOVEiTeVERY

DR. WILSON'S
success

SYMPTOM.
Dec. 29,1881.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.:
1 have delaye 1 thus long in writing because I wanted to make “assurance double
sore” in the trial of S. S. S. in my own case,
aod am most happy to report that it has entirely eradicated every symptom of the disease from my system.
Had I followed the
advice of Tom Swift in years gone by, it
would have saved me ten years of intense
suffering. 1 have not felt the least return of
the disease, and can fully and truly recomme d
S. S. S. to all suffering from the
scourge, and especially to ihe physicians in
Macon, wile knew my condit on; and when
I can positively as-ure them that it has not
only relieved me of pain, but has entirely removed every svmtom of the disease from my
system, it ought to convince even them of its
infallible
name to
be pubqualities,
i do not
lished
wish my
but you
a*e free to show my letter to those who
formerly kn ^w of my condition. It is a shame
that human kind should suffer from the
prejudices of physicians to anything not laid
down in the text-books. Let me assure you
of my gratitude, and believe me ever,
Yours truly,
R. C. M.
—

About four or five weeks ago I was afflicted with a very aggravated type of Blood DisI commenced using S. S. S. and after
ease.
tak’ng the first bottle felt so mueb relieved
that 1 bought five more, aud am glad to say,
after using four of them, that 1 am entirely
cured, previously having been under medi
•al advice for several months,
C. G. It. Richmond, Va.
If you doubt, come to see us, and we will
CURE YOU, or charge nothing! Write for
particulars and a co.»y of the little book
“Message to the Unfortunate Suffering.’4
Ask any

Druggist

as

to

our

standing.

839-31-000 REWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on analysis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,
Iodide of

Potassium,

or

any Mineral sub-

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proprietors, Atlanta, Ga.

stance.

Price of Small 8ize}

$1

Large Mize,
MOLD
nov9

ALL

BY

Tape Worm removed

PranhL

»*E«

CIIM TEETH,

PLAIN,

SET.
810
8 7

We have now been in the
city three years, and h-ive
yet to hear of the first case
whe e we have failed to

satisfaction.
but the

We

give

use

none

BEST TEETH

P.

Moss,

12 ELM STREET,

PORTLAND.

ocl7

d3»

$6.00 Wool Blankets, large, for
$4.50.
Misses’ Colored Merino Hose, 12

cts.,

cts.

worth

25, 37, 42,

50.
$2.00, $2.50,$3.00 Gossamer Rubber Circulars for $1.25, $1.50,

$2.00.
Call early aud avail yourself of
this chance before these bargains
all gone.

a

J. M. Dyer & Go
511 CONGRESS ST.

oct27_.___eodtf

Groceries! Groceries!
S3. O. BERRY
—

E. T,

WITH

—

HUTCHINSON,

659 Congress Street.
you wish to purchase your groceries cheap,

11
is the

this

place.

Havjng^ecently fitted up a uice meat department,
shall ».ake a special effort to keep constantly o

we

hand
large assortment of the Best meats that the
market offords. We shall also make it a point to
the
best of eating and cooking apples, togethkeep
Come in and and see
er with other kinds of fruit.
us and we will do you good.
Don’t forget the place. No. U69 Congress St.,
Opposite Mrs. Ulmers.
nov2
a

&

F.

W.

2S8 1-i MIDDLE ST.
Portland Me.
oct28

eod lm

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief for Toothache.

A few applications of
Medicated Cotton, wet In
Obtunder, placed in an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and giv«
Cotpermanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated
ton and instrument, all complete, for 26 ctr,
For sale by all Druggists and-Dealers in Patou i
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. Macalabteb, D. D. S., Lynn, Mac*
&w8n
sop#
___

Effectually
'die nasal
Jatarrhal

HtVEKHILL,
EXETER,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOW-

ELL at 8.45 a. m.. 1.00 and 3.30 p, m. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. ra. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROCHESTER and FARMINGTON,
N. H., 8.46a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
FOB
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p.m.
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m. (via New Market
Jet.) at 3.30 p. m. MORNING TRAIN
LEAVES KENNEBCNK FOB PORTLAND at 7.25.
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
Note—The
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Tnl«r
Oi chard Beach or Wella except to
PaMseag^ra For Boston. Parlor Carson all
advance at
Seats secured in
through trains.
Depot Ticket Office.
CMP*The 1.00 p. m., train from Portland connects with Mound Line Steamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Kail Linen for New York
and the South and West.

Hum ford Falls & Buc&fleld

cc

completely

Jr

NERVOUS

DEBILITY

Cure

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nebtb and Brain Treat
a specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulblous, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
ol Memory, Spermatorrhtea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature 01<i Age, cause«l by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence whicn leads
One box will cure
to misery, decay and death.
recent cases. Each bo* contains < ie month’s treatment. One dollar a box or si^ boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaiu on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West* Co., guarantee six borne
(KENT:

to cure any case. With each order received to
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar?
antee to return the money if the treatment does not

effect a cure. Guarantees issued through H. H,
HAY * OO., Druggists, only agents in Portland
He., at Junction Middle and rree Sts.
not 1d&wly48
LaY1±'UK X

WINES &
of ull

LIQUORS

kiudn,

ORIGINAL
—BOB

in the

Ulonday, Oct. ftf.
Passenger Train, wtil leav»

oct!4dtf

ON

23d,

DEFAIMl'KEM:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20

a. m,, 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Cor hum. mixed 7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and 1'hicago 1.30
p. m.

ARRIVAL*.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.40

a. id.,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gftrhsm, mixed, 9 40 a. in., 5.10 p. m.
auc«
From Chicago, Moutren
Quebec.
12 35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night traiu and
Parlor Cars on (lay train between Portland and
Montreal.

Clialea, Ayer June., Hlchbsrg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Ho-

ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. in.
Por Tlnnchcater, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
Por Rochester, Bpriunvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Baco River.7.30 u. m., 1.05
p. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (r xed) 6.46 a. m.. 1106
a. m., and 3.36 p. u.j arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a.m., ) 36 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
Por Oorham. Buec
appa, Cumberland
Westbro*
and
Will*,
Woodford’s,
at 7.30 a. m.,
I >a, It.JO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. an.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain' 'm Portland connects at
Aye-June, with Hoe
cTaunel Route for
111 West, and at Cnlot
’epot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwi
Line, and all rail,
N. Y. A N. E. R.
f.Bpringlleld, also
Si (“Steamer Maryiai.
loute”) for I*hiludrlbio, It nl tin, ore, •
isbingien, and ths
outb and with Bests
.c Albany R. B. for
the West.
Close connections mac
«t Westbrook Junction with throngh train
f Ka. Central B. K., and
at GramlTrnnk
Trans!
Portland, with throngh
brains of Grand Trunk 1
itnts South and West, at
Throngh tiokets to al
A Adams’ No. 22 ExDepotomces and at rt»

8

BY—

SON, Importers,

NEW' NO. noiUi STREET, PORTLAND, MAINfc
Also, General Managers for New England,

4 0

FOR TUG CELEBRATED

,Summit

Mineral

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, tit. Louis. Omaha, Sagin-

Dons not

stop st

Spring Water,

FROM UAKRINON, MAINE.
4
auslO

FLORIDA.
you are going to the land of flowers, send for a
pamphlet describing 100 orange groves, residences. plantations and hotels I have For sale.
MAKtPCTHJNN, 206 Broadway, New York.
ociB1
dim*

oo

Jel7

STEPHENSON,

oct23

HIKE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
and after

Oct.
MONDAY,
16th, Passenger Trains will run
as follows:
Portland for
Leave
Vauceboro, tit.

and
the
Provinces,
John, Halifax
tit. Andrews, tit. titephen, Fredericton,
all
stations on U. dr
Aroostook
County,
R., and for
Piscataquis R
Bangor,
Hucksport, Dexter, Belfast aud tikowhegan, 1.25 p. in., 1.30 p. in., *11.15 p.m
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. m., 1.30p. m
til.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 5.15 p. ra.
Augusta, Hallowell; Oardiuer, Richmond.and Brunswick 7.00 a. in., 1.30 p.
ra.. 6.15 p. m,, til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.30 p. m., 5.15 p. m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.15 p. ra. Rockland, and Kn*i A
1.30 p.
Lincoln
R. R., 7.00 a. m..

dm.:

Auburn and
1.25
p.
in., 5.05
Brunswick 7.00

Montuonth,
Phillips
Winthrop, Slenddeld, West Waterville
and North Anson, 1.25 p. m., and Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

§.m.
8.

m., 1.16 p. m., I*ewi*ton, 7.20 a.m.
11.10a. m., *4.15p. m. 11.20pm. Phillips.6.55
a.m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.; Wiuthrop
10.13 a. m. being due in Portland as follows:
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
and connecting roads
trains from
m.
The afternoon
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Pullman
m.
The
Night
Express traiu at 1.60
p.
a.

Waterville,

baker wanted.
A Good Baber wanted.
Steady employment. Address
W. R. LINCOLN, Bath, Me.
novl

<13w-

WANTEDr

A

medium sized Rent
in a
ntral location.
Address
B. N..” Press
Office
oct27

Limited Tickets drat and second
ti'.John and Halifax wn sale at
rates.

or

Maker*.

Headio

SIX goodgiven.

Apply

ment

head of Brc vn’» Whai
mill on the iVharf.

to
or

Constau

ON AN O
51

PAY SON TUCKER, Gen’l Supfc.
E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl3dtf
Portland. Oct. 16,1882

A FTEB MON.
DAY.SEPT. INths'teamof
it.i- List
will

T.-■*■!&#era

Leave

Kailrond

Wharf,

foot of State street, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 6 p. m.,for Eastport and St.
John, with connection* for Calais. Kobbinston. St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Honlton, Woodetoek Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolia, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst

Piotou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Bali Roads,
and Stage Bootes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InEP~Freigci
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office ol tbe Freight Agent, Kallroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion
Routes, Tickets,
Slate Booms and further
information apply at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange 8>.
T. C. HERSSY. President, and Manager
dtf

my25__

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, china,
^aadwicb

Inland*, New
Anutralia.

Kealxoii

hpo

Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th an
Roth of each month, currying
passengers tor San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Francisco
regularly to
Japan, china and Sandwich Islands, New Zealan

Australia.

anu

For

Freight, Passage, sailing

information, apply to

tern

lists and fu
address the General Ea

or

Agents,

C.
BABTIaKTI
CO.,
115 Htuta Street, csi. Broad Mi.. Boston
or to \V. D. LITTLE
Go
I >8B»aw
81 Kx*han«e Si.. Portia.**

JBostOD

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday anA

Saturday

Winn fasti.

Mo

From Long Wharf, rt^ivon, i p
From Pine S.rse' W-:a:i!
at 1C a. m
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. K. B., and South
bv
lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip 819
Passage Tea Dalian
Meals and Boom Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
8. B.
agent,
W
»f* long
Hnst.a
1

r“S&.

^A

m.

1^!l( SlUnk

Philadelphia,

connecting

BAVtPoUs.,

BOV W ANTED.
Apply to Shaw, Hammond &’Carney. 171 Commercial St.
oct27

_

Warn d.
capable and reliable girl, to do general
A GOOD,
housework
small family. Good reference
to 164 Brackett st.
Cushin a

required, Apply

corner

oct26dtf

man.

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron workers. W. I). AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Portland, Maine.
CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold only by
TO canvassers. Good salary or commission. No
J. W. HIBBARD,
capital required.
35 Temp e St.
sep7dtf

LOST AND FOUND
Lost.
State St church and 61 Deering St.,
BETWEEN
Sunday, child’s lace collar and small pink
Finder will
a

pin.

One

be rewarded by leaving
house.

at J.
oct2dtf

same

H. P, C.

Wharf
Olf

Allan

line STEAMSHIPS.

fl QUEBEC

to LIVEKPOOL

EVERY SATURDAY.
Shortest
Ocean
Voyage—Only
FIVES DAYSfrom Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from
OLAsUUff, l.ivrr
pool. Queenstown, l.ondonderry, and Galway to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
safety and speed
CABIN, 820 and 890.

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
to E. A. WALDRON, 4u Exchange St., T
422 Congress St., or I.EVE A

McGfOWAN,

Af.DEN, General Agents, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 16 State St.; Phlladelpaiat Pa N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
tnay23
dl y

FOR SALE.
stores and
large
SEVERAL
office
out of use, ail in good order.

for
Also

one

now

w_

Hersey,
Agt.,
Rail Road

_

P.

sized store

Trip per Week.

noon, where connections are made with
Western Counties Railway, and Fishwick’s
Express
Line of Steamers, and stages for all the principal
places in Nova Scotia.
Freight received cn dayB of sailing up to 8 p. m.

Apply

FOR SALE

and tw
SHAW GO
3

ty horse pow-

NG& CO.
1 Middle St.

Steamers I

TO LET

FARE Si.OO.

Rooms To Let.
and single rooms to
first class neighborhood.

LARGE
n©7dtf

let with hoard, In
Address 1814
PRESS OFFICE.

Rooms to Rent.
\ T

639 Congress street.
Splendid location,
front aud rear rooms in suits, heated by steam,
hot aud cold water with excellent bath room.
nov4eod2w*
Apply at Houm.

HO 8 EL TO LEASE
The International

Portland, Me.

otel.

House is situated
close proximity U ".he
landings of the Eup ean, New York and dob*
ton Steamers and opposil the Grand Trunk Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased t- responsible parties furnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Mo.

THIS

Iavorite Stearmers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave i It AN K 1.IN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA W11ABF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
Ilia

at

are

via Uie
Rail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J K. < OYLli, Jr., General

business, spacious,

well

located and have all modern improvements.
Inquire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
augftdtf

Store Nog. 117 & II!) Middle St.
the P» >»t Office where
BELOV
Wholesale .lobbing Houses
and

all the large
located, in dry
other Claeses of goods. Fitted up
goods, Fancy
with two Counting rooms. Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Oas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect re[ dir. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
<*:t2
dtf
are

Portland, Bangor,

Mt. Desert
and Macliias
^teamboat Co. ^
FALL AKKASUF.YIE.Vr

SCHNAPPS.
general beverage un«l necessary

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

Is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltr of over 80 years duration In every

ectiouof

our

Schnapps,

country of lldolpho Wolfe's

Its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal

faculty

aud

a

sale

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the
claimed for it.

CITY OF RICH-

Capt

Dennison,

will
until

Leaving Railroad vVdan, Portland, Tuesday

and F-.day eveniag, m 11.15
o’clock, oron
arrival of Express tram from Boston, fo. KockDrer
»nd M«d«wick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue UU1 on arrival ol
each Steamer) *®. We*» and Bar
Uarbsn,
irlillbridxe, J one* port and nochianpsrt.
Kt iuroiDK, will leave
Maehiasport every lion
dny and Thumday Mornin|x, at 4.30 and
Moan Desert at about 10.00,
arriving in Portland
the same evening,
connecting with Pullman Train
and early
morning train* for Bowiou.
KAMT—Wi l connect at Horklnod
each trip with Boston JSt
Bangor Steameis tor Belfawi, Bnckwport, Bangor, and River Landwitil Stoauier Henry Morrison for Blue
•l**1’"nrrJ and FI I* worth. At Bar Harbor
with Steamers for
Hancock, l.amoine and
nnllavan.

J9**11**’

COOING

iSSlt*110

WEST-WUi connect at Bockland with Boston aud Bangor S. S. Co.’s Steamers
and receive passengers from
Bangor and River
Landings tor Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treasurer and General Ticket
Portland.
E. CUSHING, General Manager. Agent,
Portland, Oct. 12.1882.
octltf

On and after OCTOBER
31, IHV4, the
steamer City of Richmond will not go East of Milbridge on her Tuesday’s trips.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
octgBdtf

Scliiedam Aromatic
a

•

MOND,

make two trips per week
=aaS5SSi& further notice.

NOTICE.

WOLFE’S

As

various

Agent
dtf

»i>r5_

The Steamer

No.

in the centre of

night.

sar- tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

yllflbJ

236^ Middle St., 2d story, oyer stores occupied by Merrill & Kei.li, and A.
L. Merry, hatter. These chambers hare been oocupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
year*:

i S.

,

On and after WEDNESDAY,
fjfci-e
>Nov. Stb, the favorite and seaKJMHCjftkS;;? going steamer New Branswich, will lease Kail Road
»■—.V v
Wharf, foot of State St., everv WEDNESDAY at 8
p. no. (after arrival of trains leaving Boston at 12 30
P. m. by the Eastern, and 12.30 and 3 30 by the
Boston & Maine R. R.) for YARMOUTH, arriving
there next

dtf

se27_

P. Baxter’s

MM

employ-

MARK P.
MERY,
W. F. HARMON, at the
octl8d&w6w42

reputation of salubrity

For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, aud
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines aud steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs
vlx: the White Star,
Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian linffl to
wid from all ports In Ireland, Scotland
England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, vix: Cabin, $60 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers,
steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low
Mterlinft and Couimesial exciiaagr In
Also agent Morris
sums to suit.
-and
American Express for packages andEurope*
to all
Also agent fir the celebrated
parw of the clobe.
Acidia Coal By the cargo.
Apply to
J- L.

freigT.

FAHtTIEK, Agent,

mchl6

N*»22KichaB|{e

Nlrrel,

__dtf

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

Llue to New York.

Steamers Eleanors

and

Franconia

further notice leave Franklin Wharf
MONDAY and THUKSDAY.at6
V a and leave Pier
r.M.,
37, East Rivfr New Vork
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4P. M.
are flUed “P witl> 8“®
accommnJa.
Uona for paaaengera, making this a
aud comfortable route for traveler,very convenient
between New
York and Maine. During the aummer
months then,
ktearoern will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their
•age to and from New York. Paeuwe inet.JK?"
State Room, J6, meal.extra. Gooda .teatinedhevri?
Portland or New York forwarded to
nallov' at
onea. For farther Information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent Portia-•»
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 8s, K.
Ticket, ami State Rooma can be
°r...
4S
Bxonange Street. From Dee. I'to
•engor. will be taken b, this line
dicbdU

v-mI “,ut11

SiT"

uS!

St

class for
reduced

A flit A ft G EME ft TS.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

^ ANTED!!

a. m.

F.

£harlouetowii, P. E. I.
FALL

_dtf

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included. between Boston and Bangor.
I Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skow
heg&B Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does

Bucksport,

Calais, me., si,
Halifax, ft. S,

Me.,
ft. B.,

Direct Steamship Line.

corrective of water rendered impure by

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND ANO BOSTON

*For Portland only.

Lamport,

Merchants* Exchange Hotel.

Farmiugton,

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.: tit.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; Houlton, 10 80
tit. titephen. 10.45 a. m.; Hucksport,
a. ra.;
6.00 a. m„ 6. p. m,; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. in.,
7.16 a. ra, t7.45
1.30 p. m. Bangor,
Dexter. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p. m. Belfast
.30 a. in., 3.05 p. in.: tikowbegan, 8 20 a. m.,
3.15 p.m.; Waterville, 9.16a.m. 1.55., tlO.OO
ra.; and Mondays only at 5.15 a. ra Augusta,
.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p. m., tlO.65 p. m.;
Rartliner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
HI. 14 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.00 a. m.,
*4.00 p. m.,and (Saturdays only at 11.65 p. m.
7.25 a. m., 11.30 a. m.,
Brunswick,
*4.30 p. m., tl2.36 a. m., (night.) Rockland,

eod3m

__

iSTMUKATIOHAL STEAMSHIP CO.

PIIILADELPlllA

furnished rooms, not far from the Falmouth
TWO
Address,
“C,**
nolld3t*

8. 16 a, ni..
Lewiston,
Lewiston via
m.
p.
a.
fll.16 P- in.;
ra.,

not run to Dexter. Belfast,
John Sunday morning

aug20

—tiro—

TO LET.

O. P. A.

J. SPICER. Superintendent.

On

freight or passage apply to
H. KINO, 18 T wharf, Boston, or A. DeW
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St., Boston
W.

WANTED.

Paul, tialt Lake City;
Denver, tiau Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and tiouthwfst.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

rail

For

vv~avts.

RENT

points

to

and
steamer lines to all points in Florida.
Magnificent passenger accommodations. New
Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new Iron steamers of 2200 tons
each,
OATE CITY and CITY OF COLUMBUS, will sail
regularly every Thursday from Boston and Savannah.
These steamers are considered the finest on the coast

Ord’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

aw, tit.

J.

connecting at Savannah with all rail lines
In the South and
South-West, and with

nhamrA Sfropt

CHAMBERS

-AND-

W.

STEAMSHIP_COMPANY.

TO LET.

74'EXCHANGE STREET
DEPOT AT FOOT OF

and

m.,

*er

Railway of Canada.

and after MONDAY, October
1**2. oral no will run >*t* follow?

a.

m.

a

Grand Trunk

at 7.30

-““—1.05 p.m., arriving at Woroeeter
2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a,
in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p.

at

ti >nal boiler.
no8dl

and
Canton for Portland
Lewiston, 4.15 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. in. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron*. Mexico, DtxtteU),
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD S m t.

Portland, Oct. 1G, 1882

of Trains.

On and after

lp!5*!"T^Rt»»v
^^fPortland

Leave

8.15

PACKAGES,
SALK

R. STANLEY &

IF

Arrangement,
__,

eight hor*e power Engine

3

lflt

heals the
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell;beneticial results
are realized by a few
application, A thoricatment will
ough
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Apthe
little
ply by
finger
UAV CCWtrn
C Y & rfa into the nostrils. On
HA I
of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Post
wholesale
and retail druggists
land by
ELYS’ CUEAJVt BALM Gu., Owogo, N. Y
a&w 1 vM

A

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. ft

SAVANNAH

AND

DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,

Burling

Portland and Worcester Line.

an
er se

RAIIjHOik.X>.

BOSTON

J. *» ATIM/rOft' Superintendent.
novl3dtf
Portland, November 13. 1882,

MCA ItB»ItO

DOVER,

ca a-

the mem bra

We may escape many a fatal shaft by
keepourselves w ell fortified with pure blood and a

properly nourished frame.**—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Va-ib and ib), labeled.
JAMEW EPFS &
CO., Rouiaopathic
Chemists, Condon. England.
nov29
lu,S&wlyr49

virus,

om

point.
ing

FOR

Bl DDR FORD AND KENNKSAUO.
IfiUNH at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 8.30 and 5.40 p m.
FOR WELLS at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH BERWICK, SALFAILS,
MON
GREAT
FALLS,

cleanses

Srotects
additional

COCOA

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors*
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak

BOSTON
3 30 p. m.,

and OLD
POINT,
KKACH, PINK
a.
ORCHARD
8,45
m.,
BGACn,
FOB
m.
3.30 and 5.40
(See note)
p.

passages of

ing healthy secret io. aallays Inflammatioti-

BREAKFAST.

LOCKWOOD.

PO Ki l l M> tor
8 46 a. m., 1.00 and

arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.10
-“-and 8.00 p. m. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00

Balm

CATARRH. Elys’Cre-m

GRATtFUL-TOTIFORT

perfect lit

EPPS’S
E. B.

within the reach of all; call and’see

Consultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Come early as hundreds regretted not oalling before on my last trip.
ocl4dlm

receipt

-—----f

and warrant

are

Ladies’ Embroidered Unlaundried

are

PA81KNGEKTRAINMIVII.1, f.EAVE

PORT* AND

ton, &c.

TICKET OFFICE*

37 1-2 cts. worth 75 cts.

50 cts.
Table Damask,

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

m.

Trnina arrive in Portland :
10.CO a. M.—from Fabyans.
10.00 p. M.-from Montreal, Ogdensburg,

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

He will deliver a course of Lectures in this city
when due notice will he given.

worth 25 cts.

25

ston.

H. F. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pass. Agent G. B. R. of N.J.

Boston & Maine

interest.

Lad if s’ Colored Cashmere Hose,

Handkerchiefs,

Waslilnglon Street, D

311

12.35,

Dr. W. practices every school treatment.
He prepares his own curatives that benefit every,
body and his Tonics and Treatments are life itself.

His terms
him.

1-2

in three hours.

He is a man of long and large experience and author of the Guido for Physicians and other works of

General Wholesale Agent)

1 7-T»

TbS&Tulw

I

sease, and in

00

DRPGGIMm

unprecedented in curing 760 patients the
last three months of his visit here.

is

He excels in Consumption, Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General dcbiltiy, Chronic diall cases that defy kill of others.

-f

figtf

fui-

until

To tell of liis wonderful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear egotistic—He only a*ks for a trial of
his skill, ne never experiments upon his patients.

bat Seowot wcqwI y

u

12th. snip Abnor Coburn, Nichols, Batti.
Delaware Breakwater llth, sch Jos Far-

Calais.
Sid 9th. schs Harbinger. Hayes, Saco; W D Cargill, Haskell, and L L Mills. Mills, for Portsmouth;
Katie Mitchell, Oliver, Dovor; W S Jordan, Crowell, Boston.
NEW YORK-Ax 10th, schs Helen J Holway,
Thompson. Windsor, NS; Marion Draper, Bailey,
Gardiner; Sabao, Flynn, do; David A Aiken.Fuller,

United States Hotel,

433 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, l.c75.

Aral

—

By request of his many patients and friends ol
Portland and Vicinity, lias returned sooner than he
intended and will be nappy to sec them in parlors

and Vcterinarios all say, that for casual*
Hies to men and animals, nothing is
efficacious as Centaur Liniment,”

{

NSiW EKOLANI) AttENCY,

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais.
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeaburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of n. I.. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
octl3

D3. WILSON.

says

1

SUNDAY TRAINS.

TS&T&wlm

geons

Haskell, Bangor.

well, Wingfield, .lames River for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY
Ar 9th, sch Lunet, hiuds,

generally

uoy2

He* Yor* and PbUadelpbia

stations.

UOUTJ3.

BROOK

11

further notice
S.'J* t\. ML.—For Fabyan’s. Li tleton, Lancaster,
and all oints on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,
Burlington, < ‘gdersburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., >ewport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
.*1 oo
Hi.
From Fabyan’s and intermediate

ateam

or

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Bouton For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

For sale by all Druggists and Dealers

Rheumatism, Sel-

for

WASHINGTON—Ar 9th, sch Jas W Drury, from

sailed)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld llth, ship Alameda.Nickels, Calcutta; schs Mary E Morse, Manson, Boston;
Grace Cu-hing, Mosher, Charleston; Joseph Oakes,

hotly.

buy ticuet* (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via

jure to

rapidly giving ground

‘Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Ilorses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur-

nington, Bath.
WILMINGTON, NO—Cld 8th,sch Vineyard,Roeebrook, Boston.
Cld 10th. sch Maggie Abbott, McIntosh, Humacea

BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sch Eva L Ferris, Ferris,
Gardiner; Chas E Balch, Manson. Boston.
cld llth, sch Elm City, Eldridge, Belfast, (and

are

Healing Remedy.

P.T.Barxmm,tho groat Showman,

llth. sch Faustina, Pbilhrook,
Brunswick; Post Boy, Gott, Fernandina.
CHARLESTON—Ar 8th, sch Ella M Hawes, Pen-

Vinalhaven.

■

cause.

WiRpsusAt

ALEXANDRIA—Sid llth, sch Milford, Look, for

a

Old fashioned remedies

before the advance of this conquering specific, aud
old fashioned ideas in regard to depleti »n as a
means of cure, have been quite exploded by the
success of the great renovant, which tones the svstem, tranquilizes the nerves, neutralizes malaria,
depurates and enriches the blood, rouses the liver
when dormant, aud promotes a regular habit of

Spavin, and Lameness from

Joints.

SaVaNNAH-SU

Ar

*

fttJj’Neuralgia* Wounds, Burns, Sprains,

Fox.

Ar at

STOMACH

-W.

The Great

Cleared.

Young.

Y

it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, 6.1 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

Arrived.

Ar at

N.

Pleasant, Harmless and Wonder/ally Efficacious.1
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.
I prescribe

PORTLAND.
Nov.

A

Be

On and after Monday, Nov. 13 th,
1SNJ, Pa-neaarr Tmin* learc Portland

until

•

Express Trains. Onubls Track Stone Balias

p.

House 93 Pine St. will be
soldav a bargain or lease on
t'avoiiiole terms. Inquire
of A. M. SMITH, Portland
Pier.
octl3 dtf

8>L#

AND THIRD AND REEK8 Bib.

rah26(11

Fessenden Street, DeeiT
property, continuing 7
rooms, ample pantry, closets, &c., good cellar, Sebago water, &c. Lots 1 om 6,000 to 8,000 square
feet, situated on lino of horse cars, within eight
minutes ride from Market Sqare. Wi 1 be rented,
or sold very low and upon easy terms of payment
iu annual, semi-annual, or quarterly installments.
four new Ilouses on
iug Land Company’s

|

^

Stations in Philadelphia
c*hil»d«lphi8 <Sc Reading: R,. R.
NINTtf AIVD li«BE9l STREETS,

BOUND

ESTATE.

HEAL

Sails, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &c., on
HORSES.

In Point Village. (Cape Elizabeth) Nov. 12, Frederic Hatch, aged 72 years 6 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afteroon at 3 o’clock.]
in Windham, Mrs. Hannah Hawkes, aged 76 years
6 months.
In Newcastle. Oct. 31, Sophia A. Jones, aged 39
years 6 months.
In Saco, Nov. 8, Serah Dwinels, aged 42 years 3
months.

.''

STATION IN NEYi KOBK AfASSfc.

Undersigned
THE
Partnership under
WAITE, for the

DEATHS

FOF

New York, Treufon & Philadelphia.

Co-partnership Notice.

Dais os sTEAmsnirs.

-Aii.ins;

Alvena.New York..Kingston_Kov
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Nov
Orinco.New York. .Bermuda... Nov
Parisian.
.Quebec.Liverpool. ...Nov

Pullman Parlor dare.
On
trains leaving
9.00 a. m.
Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Poi land
8.46 a. ra., and i p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.

partnership heretofore existing
firm
of Burrdwes Bros, is this d-y disTHE
solved
mut al consent.
WM. BURRO WES.

Sprains, Bruises,

In this city, Nov. 13, by Rev. A. Dalton, John C.
Minottof Bath and Mrs. Marj P. Randall of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 11, by Rev. S. F. Pearson. Frank
F. Fisk and Miss Annie Morse, both of Portland
In Dresdeu, Nov. 1, Chas. F. Lowe of Sydney and
Yinnie Houdlett of Dresden.

At 9.00 a. tu. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 p
m. At 12;60 p. m. aud arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

Me-

Dissolution of

ORAMPS,

are

Trains leave Boatou.

no8dlw»SEWALL LANG.

=5
^ NEURALGIA,

Its effects
most cases

Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

Pattern and Model Maker.

The undersigned will continue the
at the old st liras of Lang A Sargent.

IS iiiiiiiIiif

merits.

Salem,

Gloucester, Kockport,
and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At I p. in. lor Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Bi’deford, Kennehunk, Weils, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery. Portsmouth,

Portland, Nov. 1,1882.

*** REMEDY

.inst, sch Lottie B, Coj-

ti,

Room

^Ntgbf Pullman) tor Saco.

Dally

dj.

Newburyport.
Lynn, Cnenea

JL I. BAEOUK, 34 Cross Mt., Portland,

by

a.

ready tor occupancy in Portland station, at. 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights 1 lp. m., and is attached to
tills train for Boston.
At N.4.> a. ra. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scar boro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennehunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

Binder.

ttVYNCY,

THE
mutual consent.

EXTERNAL

4

Biddeford, Kennehunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. arriving
at 6.30a. m.
1 special
Sleeping Oar will he

EirbHuge No. Ilf Eichauge Hired.

f^~rrT~^T:::^r:~:rr~:^Fr--T,iB<,,il.

CARRIAGES.

Congress Yeast Powder contains no alum
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious
ingredient, bat is made from absolutely pure
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any
baking powder in Portland.'__

of

and

Gems of Art and Elegance.—The handiwork of skilful fabricators of silverware are
made more beautiful by Electro-Silicon, which
imparts unequalled brilliancy to it without de
triment to the finest ware.
Jewelers and
Druggists’ Wholesale, W. F. Phillips & Co.

country,

A marvel

More economical
wliolesomoness.
Ilian the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitude of low teat, short weight,
Hlirn or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.*
New York
febl8d*wly

lews

der to give art

At

on

DIRECTORY

Book

AMD MONTREAL.

Trains leave Portland

TEAR.

school will be opened

BUSINESS

Absolutely

ard from New York for San Francisco.
Oct 13, lat 10 26 N. Ion 121 20 W.ship Iroquuoia
Nickels, from New Tacoma for Queenstown.

some aesthetic American should go there and
start a cbromo tea store—or a religious weekly,

Only [inn Hiromli In Same Day
OGDENSBURG, N. V.,

v

SPOKEN
Oct 6, lat 30 N. Ion 32 W, ship Florence, Leon-

item says the “decay of native art in
India is so marked that the European masters
of that country have taken the alarm.” This
<s a sad condition of things, truly; and
in orA

Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

BURLINGTON, VT„

“Frc** ll»ud’’ Drawing.
Pupils will bo required to supply themselv ‘8 with
all the necessary implements and stationary.
Applic ition will be received until the day of opGILBERT L. B ILEY,
ening by
No 221 Midd e Street.
EDWARD A. JORDAN, Secretary of Committee.
m-1
dtil

PORTS.
Ar at Melbourne Oct 28, barque Wm H Bisse,
Poit
Baker,
Blakely.
Ar at Sbanghae Sept 29, Bhip Luzon, Willey, New
York.
At Singapore Sept 29, barque Alice Heed, Brown,
from Sourabaya for Boston.
Ar at Batavia Sept 21, barque Chas R Lewis, McCarty. Buenos Ayres.
Parsed ADjier Sept 20th, ship Sumner R Mead,
Park, from New York for Sourabaya.
Ar Sept 21. barque Oasis, Lord. New York.
At Babia Oct 14; ship P G Blanchard, McIntyre,
unc: Lydia SkoltiJd. Miller, do.
Cld at Rotterdam Oct 27, ship Peru, Larra^ee, for
Cardiff.
Grimsby—In the roads 28tb, ship Levi G Burgess,
Starrett. for San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool Oct 28, ship J B Brown, Keazer,
Cardiff and Melbourne.
Ar at Sagua 10th inst, barque Jose E Moore, Carlisle. New York.
Cld at Hiilsboro, NB, 7th inst, sch Geo Walker,
Ar

WINTER ARRANGMENT,

—TO—

MONDAY KVfcNINC, NOV, 40, 18*4.
at 7V2 o’clock, at Mechanics’ Hall, and will continue four months free of tuition to Mechanics from
anv part of the State.
Three classes will be formed, one in “Mrchnuic*l.» oue iQ “Architectural,and one in

York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, sch Joe Carlton,

Thompson,

FALL ARRAHUEfflE.M',

_dtt

EIGHTH

STEAMERS.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Drawing School.

This

—

Premature Lose of the Hair.
May he entirely prevented by the use of Bdbnett’b Cocoajnk.
Housekeepers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts, they are the
best’

COMORO,

RAILROADS.

Eastern Railroad.

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.

FOREIGN

it.

pupils by the subsorlbot*

lana*_

New York.
Sid 11th, sell M K Rawtey, Smalley, Savannah via
Milford, Ct.
Ar 12th, sebf Levi Hart, Giles, for Turks Island;
Mary Eliza Treworgy, New York.
BRISTOL-Sid 11th, sch Pallas, French, for New

BOSTON—Ai 12th, brig Golcouda, Hall, St Martins; schs Lena R Storer, Bond, Charleston; Clifford
Bragdon, Port Royal, SC; Hattie Turner, McIntyre,
Brunswick; Geo Moulton, Landerkin, and Lucinda
G Potter, Potter, Philadelphia; Jas M Riley, Mitchell, Hoboken; Mattie Holmes, Gilkey; Saar.ruck,
Clark, and Mott-Haven, Collins, do; Lizzie Cochran, Hopkins. And Nile, Sp^-ar, Rondout; Nellie E
Gray, Snow, and Petrel, Staples, New York.
Ar 11th, brig Mary E Pennell, Dinsmore. Moblie;
schs Morris W Child, Torrey, Newport News, Va;
Albert W Smith, Berry, Philadelphia;
Empress,
Lord, And Koret, Oliver. New York; Clara E RogPort
Johnson;
Altavela,
ers, Rogers,
Weds, Hoboken; Helen, Smith, do
Off HigLland Light 12th, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
from Elizabetbportfor New York.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 12th, sch R M Brookings,
Dunham, Philadelphia.
Sid 12th, schs Jas Nichols, Childs, Calais; Mary B
Rogers, Knight, Bangor.

Class-

ano

143 Pearl Street.

Passed the Gate 11th, schs Starlight, from Elizabethport for Bath; Lookout, do for Saco; Abbie II
Hodgman. Port Johnson for Boston.
Passed the Gate 12th. sehs G D Perry, from Port
Johnson for Boston; Jos W Fish, do for do; Maggie
Ellen, and « G Willard, Amboy for Portland; W S
Jordan, do for Boston.
NEW LONDON- Passed Little Gull 10th, barque
Thos Fletcher, from New York for St Loubes; Bonny Doon, do for Cadiz; Gleneida, do for Valparaiso;
Edmund Phtnney, do for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 10th, sch Fanny A Milliken,
Roberts, St Domingo.
Ar 11th, ecb Jane, Haskell,
PROVIDENCE

Thurston. Rondout for Boston.
Sid 10th. schs Allston. R M Brookings,
AK Woodward, George & Albert, Petrel.

I

RAILROADS.

18 BEAYElt STREET,
,,
3*3

NEW YORK.

d£t&S

R.°Nevr*York

VI.V*!"8*1

dlj

"

